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fUN AT FAIRPLAY FAIR

'

By AN OLD SCOUT

t o boil the coffee and broil the venison steaks they had
fi.lled . up wit h, but a shor t time before looked strangely out
of place, as the sun was hot and it was very warm, even in
PRACTICIN G · FOR THE F AIRPLAY FAIR.
that high altit ude.
.
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J o~nny Pay kept them at this sort of work until they
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It was an _a fternoon m summer a nd the peaks of the 1 "Let yourself
They both shot away at a gallop, the rest remaining at
1
Rock y Mo?ntam s were almost obscured by a purpl_e haze.
1
watching with interest. 1
. The ~rail the band of cowboy~ had be~n followmg wound. I a halt and
Chuck threw a potato in the air and J ohnny Pay fired.
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halted / He did not hit it! The trained eyes of the cowboys
adJunct to the mam ch3:m, and the spot ~hey had
upon ~as one of the wildest and most picturesq ue to be could see that.
Crack'
found m the State of Colorado.
He fir~d at another and a piece was chipped out of it .
It was a _w ide piece of grass land between a timber belt
"Come along an' pick 'em u p, one of yer!" he called out .
and. the cu~1ously formed rocks of the long slope. A deep !: Up
went another potato.
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one.
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Johnny Pay kept on ,mtil he had emptied both his recoming down from the distant peak to fe ed the rirh soil of
volvers.
the region.
At the end of the exhibition it was found that he had hit
But the dozen cowboys in the saddle had no eyes for five
out of the twelve potatoes.
their picturesq ue surroundi ngs. It was old to them.
"That's what I calls putty good!" Chuck declared, "A
The smolderin g remains of the fire that had been used
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man is mighty lucky ter hit one out of twelve ridin' at a
gallop."
They lall seemed to agree with this.
Then three of the very best shots in the crowd tried it.
One of them beat Johnny by one, but the others did not
come up to him.
"It's all right, boys," said their leader, smiling and rubbing his hands. "We'll h.ave somethin' ter show 'em when
we git to ther Fairplay Fair."
"You bet we will!" chorused the cowboys.
Just then Johnny Pay happened to turn his gaze out upon
the winding trail they had just come over.
He saw three horsemen approaching.
They were riding in such an easy and graceful way that
he took a good look at them before calling the attention of
his companions.
"Them riders are all ,:-ight!" exclaimed the man called
Chuck, nodding his head decisively.
"That's right," Johnny admitted. "I wonder who they
are?"
.
..
·
"I reckon they're headin' right fur here, so we'll soon
know," spoke up one of the others.
A bend in the trail obscured the approaching riders from
view at that moment, and the cowboys knew that when they
next appeared they would be within a hundred yards of
them.
They stopped their practice and waited.
Presently the horl;jemen came into view again.
Two of them were not much more than bo:vs. as the cowboys could see, and one was a tall man with flowing black
hair and a mustache that drooped over his mouth.
They were all attired in fancy hunting-suits of bucl<Skin,
and were nothing- if not handsome in both face anr! figure.
One of the boys was so striking in appearance thnt
Johnny Pay and his men eyed him in a sort of m'ute admiration.
He rode a splendid clean-limbed sorrel stallion, anrl a
pearl-colored sombrero sat jauntily on his head, toppin_goff a face that showed the lines of courage, coolness and
daring, framed by a weallh of chestnut hair that hung to
the broad, athletic shoulders.
This boy rode slightly ahead of the other two, am! when
he reined in the sorrel before the cowboys he exclaimed:
"Whoa, Spitfire! How are you, gentlemen?"
The last remark was addressed to Joln)ny Pay and hi s
men, and there was a pleasant smile that went with it.
"Fine!" answered Johnny; "fine as silk, I reckon."
"That's ther way to be," spoke up the tall rider with the
long black hair, as he brought the bay he was mounted
upon to a halt. "A man on horseback oughter always feel
as fine as silk."
"Where might you fellers be goin'?" inquired Johnny
Pay, after a pause.
"Oh, we are heading for a little town called Fairplay,"
answered the boy with the long chestnut hair. "We h eard
there was going to be a fair over there and that prizes were
offered for various feats, especially riding."
"Good. You've got that right, young feller. There is
goin' ter be a fair at Fairplay. It starts to-morrer afternqon an' will last ther week out. We're goin' ter be there,
an' · no mistake! I'm J ohnny Pay, ther Ch amnion Cowboy
Athlete, an' I'm in ter win ther silver spurs that's offered
fur ther best all-around exhibition by a man on horseback."
"So you are going to nave a try for the silver spurs, are
you? Well, I thought about going in for that prize myself."
'
"ls that so?" and the leader of the cowboys looked him
over critically. "Well, you might stand a show if it wasn't
that I was in ther game."
·
"Oh, I won't be disappointed if I don't win the silver
spurs. I am not the sort to get disappointed."
"That's rio-ht' You never knows what it is to git disappointed when· vou make a try for a thing " spoke up the
man with the black hair, with a laugh.
'
"Say!" said Johnny Pay, looking at the handsome boy
curiously, "do yer mind, tellin' us who you are?"
"Why, certainly not!" was the quick retort. "I am Young
Wild West, and my two friends are Cheyenne Charlie
and Jim Dart."
"Oh!"
"E'ver heard o.f us?"
.
"Yes, somewhat. . You're ther feller what's s'posed ter
be ther Champion Deadshot of ther West, I reckon?"
"Yea. that is a name that has been given me,"

"An' they call yer ther Prince of th.er Saddle, as I've
seen in ther Denver papers?"
"Yes, I have been called that, too. But som~times a fellow gets called what he isn't, you know."
"Yes, I know that. But that ain't my case, leastwise I
don't think it is. They call me ther Champion Cowboy
Athlete, an' I'm willin' ter meet all comers· ter prove my
claim t er ther title."
"That's right. That is the way you should be."
"Of course it is. Are you willin' ter meet all comers
ter prove your title to ther Champion Deadshot of ther
West an' ther Prince of ther Saddle?"
"Oh, I guess so."
"Good enough! Putty work! You're jest my hairpin!
S'posc me an' you jest has what they calls a preliminary
con test, jest ter get ourselves in trim fur ther fair?" .
"I don't mind. You have challenged me, so I suppose it
would ,i.ot look well for me to decline," said Young Wild
West, as he dismounted and patted his horse on the neck.
One thing- about Johnny Pay was that he had a very high
opinion of himself.
He belonged to a class that think they are the real thing
just because they have accomplished a f ew things that they
ne:ver saw any one else do.
He swelled up like a toad when he saw Youn·g Wild West
dismount.
"We've jest been tryin' something that we never seen
any one else <lo before." he observed. "W'e thought as how
there might be some glass ball shootin' over at ther fair,
so we brought along some potaters ter practice shootin'
with our six-shooters while ridin' at full speed. Ever done
anv of it?"
"I don't know as I have. Just show me what you mean."
"Sure! Chuck, git ready with them potaters !"
"I'm all ready," answered Chuck. "I've jest got six ~
here. Let's" see how many yer kin hit."
Johnn y put fresh cartridges in the chambers of his weap011s and then said he was ready.
The. next minute the two started off as they had done at first.
Chuck threw the potatoes up and Johnn y shot at six of
them.
The result was that he hit just three.
"Putty good. I reckon,'' he said smilingly, as he rode back
and dismounted.
•
"Nothin' cxtra,'1 vouchsafed the man ,vho had l,een introduced as Cheyenne Chal"lie.
'
"It ain't?" and not only Johnny Pay, but the rest of
the cowboys looked at him in s1,1rprise.
"No. J est wait an' see Young 1¥ild West shoot."
"I'll bet yer a dollar he don't beat what I done."
"I'll take your bet. An' then I'll bet you a hundred that
he hits six out of six!"
CHAPTER II.
JOHNNY PAY LOSES SOME OF HIS CONCEIT.

Tl cowboys looked in amazement at Cheyenne Charlie
when he offered to bet a hundred dollars that Young Wild
West \vould,hit all six of the targets thrown up for him.
The potatoes they had were not overlarge, and as they
had to be thrown up well into the air in order to give the
"shooters a chance to see them at all, it seemed to them that
hitti11'\ three out of six was really remarkable.
And it was good, no doubt.
Johnny Pay looked at Cheyenne Charlie, who had drawn
a roll of money from ' his pocket, and said:
"Do yer mean what yer said, stranger?"
"I sartinly do!" w~s the reply. "I ain't no measly coyote,
an' I never goes back .on what I says."
"Put your money up, then."
right. W~o's goin'. ~o hold i_t ?". . ,,
Chuck, here, if you amt no ob.1~ctions.
"He's good enough fo~, me. I km tell an honest face
when I see one, I reckon.
Johnny produced a hundred and one dollars and the two
bets were made, the men shaking hands to show their good
faith.
Young Wild West looked on with a confident smile.
He really did not consider it a great feat to ' hit six out
of six potatoes, proviiling they were thrown up right.
And he meant to have them thrown up right, for .he was
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They found that Johnny Pay was a pretty good sort of a
not going to run any chance of making the scout lose the
outside of the wonderful opinion he had of himself.
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"I'm ther Champion Co,vboy Athlete, yer know:"
Whoopee!"
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and
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Jo~nny acknow1e4ged, taking off his sompre~,o. "I cave!"
a pleasant feeling to have a fellow throw
O~, that wasn t_ such rem~;'kabl~ shootmg, w:is the re- then. It . isn'tback
and knock the breath from your body;
I cant say as that 1s the best you on your
ply from Young V.:Jld West.
at least, I shouldn't think it would be."
. , .
I ~a;'e ever don~ .. ,
"Yer shouldn't think it would be, e~?"
"~ ell, I r;ckon lt s too mu~h fur us, amt 1t. boys?"
"No"
You bet!' came the unammous retort.
"Ye{· never was throwed that way, then?"
. "Here's you:v money, Cheyenne Charlie," said Chuck, hand~
"N "
mg the scout the stake money.
"A~; vou've wrestled a putty good deal, too?"
"All rig_ht," was the reply. "I jest like to win _bets on
"Yes, ·quite a lot."
.
Y~)-mg W1\~ ~est. I never _lost one yet."
"Then yer must be a putty good one."
.TohnnJ, sa1q Chuck, turmn~ to the Champion Cowboy
"Oh. I don't know about that."
A_thlete, . ther s_1lver spurs don t :,ook so close by as they
"Did yer ever wrastle with a feller as big as I am?" and
di~ a_ httle wh~;e ago, I ~e_c½on.
inquiringly .
ridi~'>Tckon not, was the reJomder. "Though shootin' ain't Johnny Pay looked at him
;;oh 1 yes, ai;id ,with bigger ~en than you."
"But it all comes under ther head of cowboy sports."
An they d1dn t throw yer7
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?"
"No."
bit of squealin' if I don\ land them spurs. If Young Wild
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.
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"I reckon we'll do ther same. If yer don't mind, we'll ho~ t~r wrastle,".
an v,e ll have a little exercise ter sett~e our grub.
ride along together," spoke up Johnny Pay.
They removed the weapons from their belts and stepped
"Of course we don't mind," Wild assured him. "Come
\
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go
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right ahead. We'll have
"Are yer ready?" asked the Champion Cowboy Athlete.
we'll get to Fairplay by noon to-morrow I guess." '
"Yes."
'
"Oh, yes, I reckon we will."
.
"Well, I'm ~omin' fur yerl"
The whole party rode off a few minutes later over the
The next mmute they were locked m a collar and elbow
winding trail, leaving the picturesque spot behind them.
.
Young 'Wild West and his two partners were on their way hold.
Yom;ig Wild West. was as strong as •a young bull, and
to Weston, Dakota, where they had large mining interests,
and good jud~ent }le had no
when they heard that there was going to be a big time at when it came to qmckness
equal.
Fairplay.
the hustling little town called
He simply played with the man.
A big fair was to be held there, and the cowboys and
But Johnny Pay knew 'tonside!ab le about the game,
plainsmen from all sections were invited to compete for though,
and he was very aggressive.
prizes.
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At length they broke holds and then our hero dropped
enne Charlie and his and Jim's sweetheart s had started f<n·
upon his hands and knees.
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"Put my shoulders on the grass, Johnny," he said, with
The three had left the train with their horses, sending the
laugh. "That will give you some exercise."
a
them
meet
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they
girls on to Denver by rail, where
"I reckon it will," was the reply.
a few d:iys later after taking in the fair at Fairplay.
The cowboy was beginning to realize th::t he had barked
Our three friends were rather pleased at meeting the
the wrong tree, to use the time-honor ed expression.
up
bound
were
they
that
cowboys, especially when they found
But he was full of grit and his wind was g-ood.
for the same place they were.
He went at Wild in earnest this time.
Young Wild West liked to excel in the sports and pasTwice he went whirling over himself, but 4_e failed to
times · of the dashing riders of the West, and the Fairplay
:put the boy's shoulders on the ground.
Fair promised .no end of excitement and sport.
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"I reckon you've got that game down too fine," he said
pantingly. "I can't turn yer over. But I think if we was
ter run in an' grab fur holds I could throw :yer."
"Well, if we do that you might be thrown yourself," our
herb retorted.
"Sartin. Ain't yer been tryin' ter throw me all. along?"

((No."

"What was yer <loin', then?" and the face of the man
was the picture of amazement.
"Oh, I was simply trying to keep you from throwing me."
"Is that a fact! Well, jest see if yer kin throw me this
time. If you do I'll take off my hat to yer, that's all."
"'Well, say when you're ready."
They had stepped apart to a distance of at.out ten feet,
arrd with a smile on his handsome face Young Wild West
waited to take the conceit out of Johnny Pay.
"I'm all ready!"
"Then come at me!"
As the words left his lips Wild sprang forward, made a
feint which threw his opponent completely off his guard,
and then grabbed him about the thigh' and waist.
Up in the air went Johnny Pay's heels, and then-'T hud!
He came down on hi s neck and shoulders with a jar that
shook the ground.
It was a bad fall, but Wild could not help it.
He had put on a-1! his strength and tact to effect it, and
the man was easier than he had expected.
"Oh!" gasped Pay, as he lifted his head and then fell
back flat on the ground.
"I didn't mean to hurt you," said Wild, bending over him.
"I guess I put on more strength than I should have."
"Oh, I ain't hurted much," was the reply. "It sorter
knocked ther wind out of me when I come down kerflop !
I ain't no hog, either, an' I knows when I've got enough!
I can't wrastle with you, Young Wild West.''
"Well, I didn't . think you could after I first got hold of
you. But I' wasn't going to throw you unless you wanted
me to."
"I didn't want yer to," and Johnny Pay smiled sadly and
got upon his feet; "but I did want yer ter try, though."
"Well, when I try good and hard to do a thing I generally
do it," and Wild joined him in smiling.
·
"Shake!"
They clasped hands.
"I ain't goin' ter b1·ag any more, boys," and Johnny Pay
looked around at his comrades and shook his head sadly.
"But we'll go ter ther • Fairplay Fair, jest ther same, an'
we'll have a good time, too. Ther silver spurs will be
Young vVild West's, boys! Hooray fur ther champion deadshot and wrastler!"
The cheers were given with a hearty good-will.
CHAPTER III.
YOUNG WILD WEST'S ARRIVAL AT THE FAIR.

It was a great day for the little town of Fairplay.
Flags were flying and bunting streamed from the houses
and shanties on every hand.
Two smelting p!ants had just been started there, ana
the place had increased in population so fast that some of
the leading citizens got together and decided to have some
sort of a demonstration.
They decided to hold a fair-an old-fashioned county fair
-and malte it Ii.st a week.
The enterprise had been advertised far a11d near, so when
the opening day anived there must have been two thousand people gathered in the town.
This was a big crowd for a town that ,.mly had a normal
population of five hundred, as at the time of which we
write the State of Colorado was almost in its infancy.
While there were quite a few women and children there
to attend the fair, ·the large majority were men, the most
cif whom were miners, cowboys, bordern,,,n and soldiers in
the service of Uncle Sam.
There was no such a thing as accommodations to he had
at the three or four public places that were styled hotels
when Young Wild West and his two 1,,11,rtners, Cheyenn1>
Charlie and Jim, arrived, in company wit} the cowboys they
had met on their way to the town.
They had arrived there the day before the opening, which
was Sunday, and had pitched their camp near the fair

grounds and taken thin.'.:!:s easy until the opening took place.
There was an admission fee charged to every one, so as
they rode up to the entrance gate about half an hour after
the formal opening took place they found a regular jam of
'
men and horses.
"Here yer go! Git yer tickets right here!" a big redfaced man in " slouch hat was yelling out with ear-splitting
power. "Don't no one try ter work his way in fur nothin',
'cause that won't go. Pay yer money an' pass right .through
ther ·gate."
Just then half a dozen broncho busters rode up with a
clatter and a roar that drowned the cries of the ticketseller.
They forced their way through the crowd, regardless of
whom they knocked down or pushed aside.
A young lady •in a jaunty riding-suit of scarlet and white
was right in their way, the others having made room for
her so she could get her ticket , and ride on into the grounds,
and as the reckless riders bore down upon her s:ie was swept
from the back of her horse.
The girl landed upon her feet on the ground luckily, but
she would have been knocked down under the feet of the
excited bronchos if something nad ,10t intervened in her behalf.
Young Wild West saw h er danger and; reaching out,
·
caught hold of her arm.
Then with a strength that seemed remarkable, he drew
her upon the back of his horse.
"Keep cool, miss," he said calmly, as a shriek came from
her lips. "You are as safe and sound as a dollar!"
"Cl'ar ther track!" howled the reckless fellow who had
been the means of knocking the girl from her horse. "We're
goin' through that gate! We'll pay after we git inside.
Look out, thar! If yer feel ther hoofs of our nags it ain't
our fault. vVe're goin' to ther Fairplay Fair, we are!"
His horse jammed against the sorrel Wild was riding at
that moment and nearly forc ed the animal ofl' his feet.
Oul' hero was nettled at this kind of treatment, so turning to the reckless fellow, he cried:
, "Get back, there! Take- your turn with the rest. If you
don't I'll knock you from the back of your- horse!"
Some of the horses were kicking and plunging now, and,
fearing there would be several hurt, the man at the gate
threw it open.
With a rush and a roar the broncho busters rode through,
knocking two or three people down who were on foot and
in their way.
Young Wild West followed until he was at the gate.
Then he halted, and, holding up his hand, shouted:
"Wait and take your turn, gentlemen. Don't be brutes
just because those fellows set the example. I'll wager that
they will pay their way; and also pay the damage they have
done. Stop where you are or lead will begin to fly! I mean
what I say!"
There was no mistaking but that the boy meant business
now.
His eyes flashed dangerously and his ringing voice could
be plainly heard by the excited crowd.
A deep hush came over them just then.
It was like the calm that follows the storm.
Nearly all had seen him save the girl from being trampled to death, and as he sat in the saddle holding her by
his left arm, his right hand clutching the handle of a sixshooter, which was swinging back and forth undulatingly,
he made a picture that few who saw him ever forgot.
"Ther boy is right!" shouted a big miner, backing up
by the side of Wild's horse. "Gents, I reckon I'l! take sides
with him. Buy your tickets an' then come through one at
a time."
The gatekeeper had taken advantage of the temporary
halt in the rush to close the gate again, and then with a
•
cheer the crowd fell into line.
"Jim, you buy tickets for myself and the young lady,"
said our hero. "I will take her inside."
The gate was opened for him before the words had
scarcely left his lips.
Young Wild West rode through and led the girl safely
to the ground in · a cleared space.
Then he dismounted.
"Thank you!" she said, quite calmly. "It was very brave
and kind of you to do what you did. I would surely have
been killed."
"Don't mention it, miss," was the reply. "I saw that
you were in danger, and I am more than glad that I was
close enough to get hold of you."
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Befo1·e anything further could be said by either of them
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"Well, if you've got . as much money as that about you

!1 st?ut, well-dressed man hurried up and caught the girl the undertaker won't object to taking charge of your fune-

his arms.
"Oh, I am glad you were not hurt, Marie!" he exclaimed.
"I was standing on the platform over there and saw it all.
Young man, I thank you for saving the life of my daughter."
"It is all right," retorted Wild. "Here comes the young
lady's horse. The big man who was good enough to take
sides with me has him. It is all right, sir. Don't mention . it."
"But I will mention it. My name is Jarvey, and you
will hear from me before fllal)Y hours. I won't let you go
unrewarded. What is your name?"
·
"Young Wild West."
"Well, Young Wild West, I wifi see you before you go
out. I am very rich, and you must accept a gift from me."
"I don't want it, Mr. Jarvey. Pardon me! Here come
my friends. We are going to hunt up that rough gang and
make them pay up."
The man tried to catch Wild by the arm, but he was not
quick enough, and the boy was upon the back of the sorrel
1
in a jiffy.
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart joined him at that mo·
ment.
"Ther crowd insisted on lettin' us in first," said the scout.
"I reckon it was 'cause they heard y"ou say you would
make them measly coyotes pay up."
• "Well, that is just what we will do. I said it, so I will
stick to my word."
As Ybung Wild West uttered the words he turned his
horse toward the track that ran around in the enclosure.
where half a dozen men on horseback were shooting and
yelling and making themselves otherwise obnoxious.
They were the broncho busters, and Wild had singled
them out in a hurry.
He led the way to them and found several of the fair
officials there, backed by a lot . of miners, trying to get the
admission price from the men.
Wild picked out the fellow who se(\med to be the leader
and rode up to him.
He was the identical fellow who had been the means of
knocking the young lady from her horse.
"Pay un, you miserable ruffian!" our hero exclaimed. "Pay
up, or I'll let a streak of daylight through you!"
A revolver was right on a line with the man's heart, and
wh en he saw it and heard the words he turned pale and
instantly ceased his reckless antics.
"Pay up, you measly coyotes!" cried Cheyenne Charlie,
riding up with a shooter in each hand. "We ain't goin' to
waste any lead like you galoots has been doin'! Pay up or
take your medicine!"
Jim Dart also had a revolver in each hand, and the six
broncho busters-for that was the exact number of themwere surely caught.
They .either had to give in or fight.
But there was really .not much fight in them.
They all were of the rough, boisterous element, but not
half as dangerous as they would have people believe.
If they could bully folks around and have their own way
they had no limit, but when it came to a clear case of "take
your medicine or run the risk of dying" it was different.
"Don't shoot! I'm goin' ter pay!" cried one.
·
"So'm I!" added a second.
"Me, tool" came from a third.
Then they all dove into their pockets with the exception
of the leader, whom Wild had covered.
This fellow seemed to be so astonished at the unexpected
turn of affairs that he knew not what to do.
"Come!" Siid our hero. "Are you going to pay?"
"I reckon I meant ter pay, anyhow, without all this happenin'," came from the lips of the broncho buster, as he
at last found the use of his f.aculties . "What's ther mattei:?
Can't a feller have a little fuh? Anything goes at a county
·
,
fair."
"I suppose if your horse had trampled\ the young lady
to death, after you knocked her from her ho .\ ,e, that would
.
have gone, too?" remarked Wild quietly.
"See here, young feHer, this is all a mistake. I'm Buster
Jake, an' I wouldn't hurt a hair in a gal's head. I didn't
do nothin', any more than I rode in without payin'. It
may be that you've got somethin' ter do with ther blamed
old fair, an' if vou have I'll jest pay fur my ticket. I kin
pay fur a hundred tickets if I feel like it, 'cause I've got
·
,her money ter do it.,"
In

•

I

ral, then. I've made up my mind that you've got to pay
your admission fee, and then you have got to apologize to
the young lady you came so near killing. You've got just
five minutes to do both in!"
There was a big crowd surrounding them now, and nearly
all were with Young Wild West.
But the boy did not know, or care, who was with him just
then.
He had started , in to call the broncho busters good and
hard, and he was going to do it.
The five ~ompanions of Buster Jake had fished out the
money to pay for their admission by this time.
One of them wanted to pay for him, too, but Wild would
not have it.
"He is going to pay himself," he . said.
At this juncture one of the ticket-sellers came up.
"I'm ther man to receive the . money," he said.
I-Iii wore a badge to that effect, so our hero nodde<l and
told him to go ahead and collect.
Buster Jake paid .his money like a little man.
The rest were more than glad to, by their actions, and
·
·
then they quieted down.
' "Come with me, Buster Jake," said Wild.
"What fur?" was the reply.
"Come on!"
There was such a ring of command in the boy's voice that
'
the broncho buster .said no more. ·
He rode after our hero, the crowd making way for them
to pas~.
Wild saw Jarvey and his daughter a short distance away,
and straight to them he made his . way.
"That is the young lady you came near killing," he said
to Buster Jake. "Just tell her you are sorry that you aded
in that way."
The broncho buster took off his ltat and bowed to the ~irl .
"I'm sorry that anything happened, miss," he . said humbly. "I hone you will excuse me."
She nodded, and then he turned to Wild and said:
"Now, I reckon you oughter be satisfied, young feller."
"I am," was the reyly. "Go on and enjoy yourself now.
But take my advice and don't get so reckless that you will
endanger the lives of those here."
"Say, what's your name?"
"Young Wild West is my name."
"Ah!" and the man gave a start. "I reckon I've heard ·
of yer. You're all right when you've got it all your own
way. But I want ter tell yer something! I ain't one as
furgits· a thing."
"Is that so?"
"Yes!" and a flash of anger shot from his eyes.
"Well, if you want satisfaction I'll go out somewhere and
fight it out with you."
This caused a different look to come over Buster Jake's
face.
"Never you mind about that!" he· exclaimed, and then
turning, he rode away toward the other end of the enclosure,
where· his companion$ had gone.

CHAPTER IV.
THE FUN AT FAIRPLAY FAIR BEGINS.

When the people · all got in and became scattered about
the fair grounds there did not appear to be much of a crowd,
after all.
But it was a ' very big gathering for such a little town as
Fairplay, anyhow, and the promoters of the enterprise were
bubbling with satisfaction.
As the disturbance at the gate occurred a prominent
politician of the State had just started to deliver an ad·
dress.
He had been interrupted, but now that the excitement
was over he proceeded with his speech.
But the crowd was too boisterous to listen to speechmaking.
Only a few listened, and they pronounced it a fine address.
The rest were going about trying to get all the amusement they could among the various sideshows that were
.
strung about the field.
Jarvey, the wealthy mine owner, managed to get hold of
Young Wild West again just as the speech was concluded,
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"I am going to make you a present of a thousand dollars
for saving my daughter's life," said he. "Here it is."
"I must refuse it, Mr. Jarvey," answered the boy. "I
never yet took money for the saving of any one's life. I am
not in need of the money, anyhow; if I \\las it might make_ a
difference. I own a gold mine or two myself, so you will
readily, understand that I should not receive money for
what I was glad to be able to do. I trust that your daughter has fully recovered from the shock." "Yes, she has fully recovered, thank yqu!" and Jarvey put
the roll of bills back in his pocket. "I guess I understand
you, Young Wild West. You have my everlasti\lg .gratitude,
anyhow."
"That is ample, I assure you."
"Come here, Marie; I want to introduce you to the young
man who saved your life. He is Young Wild West, the
Prince of the Saddle and Champion Deadshot of the West,
as I learned a few minutes ago. He will not take a reward,
so you had better publicly thank him."
"I will gladly do that, father," answered the girl, blushing like a rose. "Young Wild West, I desire to express my
heartfelt thanks for your brave and timely action in saving
me from being trampled under the feet . of the hor_ses. _1
shall never forget it! I would surely have been killed if
you had not caught me and pulled me upon your horse." '
Wild bowed, not knowing what else to do just then.
The Jarveys were in a chatting mood, it seemed, and it
was some little time befo1·e our hero could find an excuse
to leave their company.
The cowboy feats were not set down for the opening day,
as our friends learned, so they started in to take in the fair,
when Cheyenne Charlie . became so impatient that he could
\
no longer stay still.
There were many attractions at the fair which, at the
time we write of, were .quite ne;w, espeqially in that wild
·
part of the West.
The first to attract the attention of the scout as they left
the spot where they had been talking was a roped-in place
with a heavy canvas stretched across the back. . .
A big colored man stood before the canvas, grmnmg and
dancing about .to attract the attention of the passersby and
a hawker was shouting:
"Step right up, gents, an' have a throw at ther coon. Hit
him with an egg an' yer -git a good cigar! Hit him on ther
head an' yer git five dollars! Step right up, now; ther eggs
is only fifty cents apiece!"
Cheyenne Charlie p omptly dismounted , a grin upon his
bronzed countenanc e.
"I reckon I;ll try that, boys," said he. "If I can't hit that
nigger with an egg I'll chew ther buckle off my belt!"
"Well, we may as well all have a try at him," said Wild,
dropping to the ground. "We came here to have some fun,
so we may as well try to have it."
Jim nodded approval, and the next minute he had dropped
•
to the ground.
Several cowboys had been trying to hit the darky with
the eggs, but none of them had been able to win more than
·
a cigar..
He had a way of ducking so that the ege:s almost invariably went over his shoulders or over the top of his woolly
head.
· The distance to throw was not more than twenty feet,
but the cowboys, though they were all good shots with the
revolver, could not make out very well.
Cheyenne Charlie thought he could fix the darky up in
short order, and at the same time win five dollars on an
investment of half a dollar.
He stepped up to the man in charge and bought an egg.
It was only a common, everyday hen's egg, but he paid
fifty cents for it, just the same.
It is quite probable that the eggs were not over-fresh,
but that made no difference to the man running the stand;
he cared not, so long as they were not cracked or broken.
"Jumpin' prairie dogs!" cried the scout, as he posed to
make a throw. "Watch me hit ther smoke-face galoot between ther two eyes, boys!"
He let the egg go.
But the darky very cleverly dodged it and it broke against
the canvas.
"You didn't hit him, Charlie," said Wild, with a smile.
"No! I reckon he was a little too quick fur me that time.
"Give me another egg, boss."
He paid over another half-dollar and got anothe, egg.

•

This time he did not aim so high when he threw it, and
the darky received it in the pit of his stomach.
It broke, of course, and with a shout of delight the scout
reached out and took the cigar he ha<l won.
Then he tried another and missed.
Jim Dart then took a h-and in the game.
He bought three eggs and threw them in quick succession. The result was that he hit the darky twice on the
body, but failed to land on his face or head.
Young Wild West had been watching the movements of
the human target closely.
It struck him that he ought to be able to land on his
head.
His practiced eye enabled him to draw a line pretty well.
He stepped over and bought two of the eggs.
"Youn~ Wild West is goin' ter try ter hit ther nigger!"
yelled the big miner who had backed our hero at the entrance. "Watch him slather him,. boys!"
Wild never turned at the remark, but raised one of the
eggs to let it go.
The darky was grinning tantalizing ly, and that made
him all the more anxious to hit him.
Whiz!
The egg flew on a line, and so swift did it go that the
colored man was unable to duck from it.
Spat!
It struck him on the forehead and covered his face with
a mess of llticky yellow.
A howl of laughter went up from the crowd that had
gathered about the fakir's stand.
"That won't go!" exclaimed the man. "Ther nigger wasn't 1
ready. You don't git nothin' fur that."
"Didn't you say you would give five dollars every time
the darky was hit on the head or face?" our hero asked,
looking him squarely in the eyes.
"Yes, but he wasn't ready that time."
' "He wasn't, eh? Well, you just hand over five dollars,
and be quick about it. I hit him squarely, aud I want th2
prize."
"Yer won't git it. Here's a couple of cigars; take 'em
an' call it square."
"Oh, no!"
Wild was not a little nettled at the "skin" game that
was being played on him.
He was going to have what belonged to him.
"If you don't hand over that five dollars I'll let you have
this other egg right in the face!" he said calmly.
"An' if you try anything like that I'll let you have a lead
pill!" was the quick retort.
.
"Oh, no, you won't!"
"Yes, I will! There ain't nothin' what grows that kin
.scare me. You throw that egg at me an' I'll drop yer stone
dead!"
'!You won't do anything of the kind."
"Why won't I?"
"Because I won't let you."
"You jest dare ter try it, an' you'll see!"
Spat!
Wild let the bit of he:i fruit go and it brought up full
upon the nose of the fakir!
He staggered back, spitting and fuming, making a grab
for his shooter as he did so. ·
"Let go that\ shooter!"
The words rang out sharp and distinct.
As Young Wild West uttered thel'I) his hand flew to his
belt and his own revolver was in his hand.
But the fakir did not heed them . .
He seized the weapon by the butt and pulle! it from the
•
holster.
At that instant a report rang out, and with a yell of pain
he dropped it.
Wild had fired, and the bullet hit the back of his hand,
just grazing it.
The revolver dropped to the ground and the man flung
his hand over his head.
"Stingin' tarantulars !" he yelled. "I'm blinded an' shot,
both!"
"No, you are not," retorted our hero coolly. "You've got
a stale egg broken over your face. and a bullet has simply
grazed the back of your hand. If you don't hand over the
five dollars I won you may get something worse, ftiough!"
The man could see pretty well now.
He saw th~ smiling face of a handsome boy standine- hA-
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fore him, and above all a smoking revolver pointed directly
at him.
He realized that it was a case of cross the bridge or go
back.
He decide.cl to go back.
H~ ran his hand ,in a pocket and pull~d out a handful of
money.
Selecting a five-dollar bill, he stepped up and handed it to
,
Wild.
"Take it!" he exclaimed. "But don't yer ever let me set
eyes on yer ag'in! If· yer do I'll shoot yer dead in your
tracks!"
"I am- not afraid of that," replied the boy, nodding and
smiling all the more. "But just take my advice and don't
try to skin any one out of what they win again. If you do
you may get the worst of it. ' Now, I don't want this money,
sci I will take a dozen eggs and call it square."
"Ten is all yer kin have fur five dollars."
·
"Is that so? Well, ten will do, then."
Wild nodded to Charlie and Jim, and they each selected
three of the eggs from the wide basket they were in.
Then he took four, and, turning to the darky, who had
ceased to giin when the shot was fired and was standing
like a statue, he exclaimed:
"Look out for yourself, Mr. Coon! We're going to let go
at you!"
"All 1ight, s'ah! Luff 'em come!" was the retort.
Then the human target began getting through his motions.
"Give it to him, boys!" our hero, cried, and all three began
shying the eggs at him.
About four out of thee ten struck him, two sauarely in the
face, and he danced livelier than before, while the crowd
howled' with merriment.
The fakir was a business man, if nothing else.
"Step right up and join in the fun, gents!" l1e called
out. "Every time you hit the nigger you get a cigar; hit
him on ther head or in ther face an' yer git five dollars.
Come! It's jest like pickin' up money! Eggs only fifty
cents apiece!"
He was wiping the smashed egg from hi s face as he sl)oke,
and he now turned his attention to the back of his hand,
which was bleeding from the bullet that had grazed it.
"Once in a while a good shot comes along an' wins five
dollars," he went on. "That young man there was a putty
smart duck. He not only won ther five, but he smashed
me with an egg, an' then got ther drop on me. But I ain't
ther pne ter raise any row about it. I was mad, of course,
an' I mea11t ter shoot, but I've got over it now. I ain't
here ter fight; I'm here ter make money! Step up an' make
ther nigger look like a stewed omelet now!"
Wild smiled when he ·heard this.
The fakir talked las though he was going to let the matter
drol), but he knew he did not intend to.
He could t ell by his cut that he was not that sort of a man.
But Young Wild West feared no man, so he simply passed
on to the next attraction.
This happened to be a place where tin-type pictures were
being taken at the price of a dollar apiece.
Of course our three friends felt that they ought to have
their pictures taken.
They seldom got the chance, and as they had come to
the fair b have some fun, faey were not going to miss hav ing their pictures taken.
They passed through the ordeal all right and were satisfie<l with what they irot for thei.r money, especially Charlie.
The scout was delighted with his picture and placed it
carefully away, so he would have it to give to his wife ..
Just then Johnny Pay and his crowd of cowboys came
along, and when they saw Wild and his partners they
promptly stopped.
CHAPTER V.
WHAT WILD'S ENEMIES WERE UP TO.

Leaving Young Wild West and his partners enjoying the
fun to be had at the fair, we will turn our attention for
a while to Buster Jake and his gang.
The bronc.ho busters were not so angry because they had
paid the admission price to the ground, but they did feel
that they had suffered a great deal of humili::ition at th~
hands of Young Wild West.

'
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They were a rascally lot, anyhow, and it was nothing
strange that, being such, they would long to have revenge
on the dashing young Prince of the Saddle.
Aftef' making the apology to the young lady, Buster Jake
rode off to an unoccupied portion of the grounds, followed
by the five men who rdade up his party.
None of them 4ad a word to say until the leader carne to
a halt and dismounted.
Then the smallest man in the crowd, who, by the way,
bore the name of Clipper, looked at Buster Jake and remarked:
"I reckon that was about th'er worst what ever happened
ter yer, Jake."
"I reckon it was," came the prompt reply.
There was an ·angry light in the fellow's eyes as he ansewerd:
"What are yer goin' ter do about it?"
"Do about it? Why, I'm goin' ter riddle that feller Young
Wild West afore he starts ter leave Fairplay!"
"That's it!" nodded ..one of the others. "He ain't got no
long lease on his life, I reckon."
"Well, if he has ther lease will be broke, an' don't yer
furgit it, 1 ,ys!" exclaimed t1ie leader, as he ~elt of the butt
of his revolver. "That boy 1s a regular hurncane, but that
makes no difference! He kin- be caught as well as anybody
else kin an' it's only goin' ter be a auestion of time."
"He's' a cool hand, ;u right," said Clipper musingl y. "l
reckon if he'd started in ter shoot some of us would have ·
gone und~r afore we got a chance ter return ther compli·
ment."
"Oh we wouldn't all have gone under," spoke up another.
"I g'uess you thought as how you might be one that w,ould;
or you'd have opened up ther game," remarked Clipper
, ,,
sarcastically.
"It wasn't my place to do anythin~; it was Jakes, came
the retort.
"Well I ain't no fool, an' that's why I caved," saH
Buster 'Jake. ,"No one but a fool would thro'r his lifo
away."
,
"That's ' 1ight, Jake!" exclaimed the little man.
"There's another thing about this," resumer' t~e leader.
"Do yer know that gal I knocked off her horse 1s a finelookin' young lady?"
"She sartinly is."
"I didn-1+. h:we no idea that I was goin' ter knock h cl' ofT her
horse or I'd have slacked up a little when we made thcr rush
ter git through ther gate. She's.ther sort of a gal ter s~rik,~ a
man's eye 'specially when he's m ther market fur a wife.
"Are yo'u in ther market fur a wife?" asked Clipper, looking at the big bronco buster with a grin on his rather thin
....,
features.
·
"I reckon I am," was the prompt rejoinder.
"WeU, if you. could git that gal you'd make a good c3:tch, I
reckon. Her old man· is putty rich, they say. Jarvey 1s her
father, you know."
"Yes I know. I've seen Jarvey three or four times, an'
I've he~rd a lot about him, but this is ther first time I ever
seen his purty daughter. I'm jest in love with that gal,
·
fellers!"
His five companions laughed just as though they considered
it a great joke.
Buster Jake did not appear to relish the mer\iment.
"You galoots ain't got sense enough ter 'preciate beauty
when yer see it," he said, afte'r a short pause.
"Oh, yes we have, J ake," retorted Clipper. "We do 'preciate it when we sees it. But we ain't got ther nerve ter
think of makin' love to a mine owner's darter. Ha, ha, ha!"
"Makin' love be blowed! ¥er don't think I'm goin' ter try
ter court ther gal, do yer?"
"How else do yer· 'spect ter win her, Jake?" spoke up another of the bronco busters.
"Well, if I git her at all it will be a case of have her first
an' court her afterwards. That ain't ther way it's generally
done, but it would be sure ter work. though. If I had her ther
worst part of ther business would be done, wouldn't it?"
"Yes," they all answered.
"That's quite easy ter see in," added Clipper. "But it's
what I calls putty dangerous work, t hough. If yer mean ter
steal ther /!al an' take her ter some hidin'-place yer will have
ter be mighty partickler how yer do it, Ja~e."
"Well, never mind. I ain't exactly made up my mind what
I'll do yet. One thing, though, I'm in love with that gal, an'
I'm mighty sorry I come near hurtin' her."
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·"Jake is gitt:n' sentimental," observed one of the rascals.
"Sentimental? What's sentimental?" inquired the leader.
"Oh, yer are gittin' ter· think of things that's grand an'
sublime-like.'"
·
"What's sublime-like?"
Buster Jake acted as though he was very anxious to know.
"Well, I'll tell yer what sublime-like is," Jake," said the
man, scratching his head thoughtfully and try:ng hard to find
words for wh'a t he wanted to say. "If you ·w as ter see . a
buffler cow lookin' up at ther moon an' wishin' she could fly
like a bird that would be what yer ~all sublime-like."
"He, he, he!" . giggled Clip.per. "That's it, kerzactly!"
Then they all laughed, and even Buster Jake conqescended
to smile.
'
·
The subject was changed then, and they proceeded to take
in what was to be seen at the fair.
But -they took good care to keep as far away from Young
Wild West and his friends as possible.
They had had quite enough of .our hero for that day.
As they could •get all they wanted to eat and drink at the
fa:r g r ounds, the bronco busters did not leave until close to
nightfall,
As they were riding past the stand where the negro had
been ·dodging about at the eggs those who thought it worth
while to pay half a dollar apiece for to thro,v at him, they
found the fakir just closing up business for the day.
The managers of the fair had decided that everything must
· close at six each day except the last day.
"Hello!" called out the fakir, as he caught sight of the
bronco busters. "Say! ain't you ther galoots what had trouble at ther gate, an' then got called by Young Wild West after
you got in?"
"I reckon we are," answered Buster Jake. ''What about it?"
"Oh, I jest wanted ter sympathize with yer, that's all."
The men ,stopped their horses and looked at the fellow.
"I suppose you fellers like Young Wild West fur callin'
yer so hard ? "
"Yes, Wj: like him!" nodded Clipper. "We like him so much
that we'd like ter put him somewheres so no one could ever
harm him!"
·
·
·
"I thought so," and the fakir grinned. "That boy sartinly
did make you fellers look like a lot of sick cats."
"Well, shet up about it!" exclaimed Buster Jake. "You ain't
tryin' ter pick a row with us, are yer?"
"Oh, no!" was the quick reply. "I'm jest sympathizin' with
yer, that's all."
"Why, what makes yer sympathize with 1,1s ?" queried Clipper, looking at him curiously.
·
·
" 'Cause," and the man's face assumed a more serious look,
"he sorter made a fool out of me to-day."
"Oh!" exclaimed Buster Jake. "I begin ter see. What did
Young Wild West do toyer?"
"Busted a stale egg in my face, an' then shot my ·.shooter
out of my hand."
.
The bronco busters looked at each other.
They saw an ally in the fakir right away.
"My name is Hopper," went on the man at the egg stand.
"l call myself a putty good fakir, an' I'm putty handy with a
gun. But this here Young Wild West certainly made me a
sick-lookin' object to-day. I made up my mind ter git square
on him, an' when' ! seen you was ther fellers what was called
so neatly by him, I jest says to myself, 'I'll speak to 'em an'
see how they feel toward Young Wild West.' That's how I
come ter speak to yer,1boys." '
The ice was broken now.
.
The six villains realized that they could now talk with Hopper, as he had introduced himself, the same as though he had
11lways been one of them.
"I'm a vengeful sort of a feller," .Hopper said, after a p;i,use.
;,I always make it a p'int ter git square with any one what
does me a wrong. That boy's jest made a laughin' stock outer
me to-day, an' I've sartinly got ter git revenge."
"l should reckon so," nodded Buster Jake. "I don't know
but that you got about as bad as I did, only in a different
way."
.
The darky, who had been washing the egg-matter from his
head and face, now stepped over.
"De young feller youse done talk about is de only one what
hit me in de face to-day," he observed, looking at Buster Jake
and grinning like a monkey. "He done hit me t'ree times in
de face."
"Well, he's a little more than otdinary, I reckon," was the

retort. "If he hadn't been he wouldn't have got me like he
cbd."
"No, nor me, either," ·spoke up the boss.
"He shoot quick, an' mighty straight, too, boss," said the
darky.
"I know all about that, Gustus," Hopper answered. '.' The
first thing you know he will be trying ter shoot out that walleye you've got."
The negro did have a peculiar-looking eye, and he rollod it
ominously as he replied:
·
"l done carry a razor, boss. It mighty sharp, too. I no
like de young feller, an' I jes' fix him good an' hard! I cut
him deep, too, when I gits at him."
"Well, if you finish him up by to-morrer noon I'll jest make
yer a present of fifty dollars," said Bust er Jake.
The darky's wall-eye rolled with delight, though it really
looked awesome.
"I don't ta ckle de job," he said, nodding his woolly head. "I
fix Young Wild West, as yo' done calls him."
'
The darky now moved over to · a t ent t hat was close to the
stand and got out a frying-pan and a bundle of wood.
As he lighted a fire Buster Jake looked at Hopper and
observed:
'
.
"ls here where yer hang up?"
"Yes," was the retort. "There ain't no pla ce in ther blamed
old town t er stop at."
·,
"I r eckon we'll have ter camp out, too. Ther ranch we hail
from is about a hundred miles from here. We a in't gpt much
with us t er cook with, -though."
"You kin stop h er e an' bunk in with us, if yer want ter."
"But how could we manage it? All visitors must leave ther
grounds at six, so ther sign at ther gates r eads."
"I kin fix that. Jest come over to ther ticket office with me.
You've got money, I reckon, so yer kin buy ticket s that will
admit you every day. Then I'll say that I've hired you ter
help me in my business. I need some feller s t er start ther
ball rollin' when there ain't much cloin', anyhow. Wait! You
needn't go there at all! Jest give m e ther money an' I'll go
an' git ther season ticket &. They might question ther game
i;f they was ter see you f ellers, 'cause they know you're ther
ones what caused ther trouble.''
"That's right! I reckon we've got en ough tei; pay ther
price, an' a whole lot more besides, eh, boys ?"
"That's what's ther matter!" came the reply.
"Well, you oughter have a good deal more when ther fair
closes if yer keep your eyes open," said Hopper. "There's
more ways than one ter make money on these grounds."
He told them how the se ason tickets were, and when the
mohey had been paid to him walked over to the ticket office:
• He was not gone more than ten minutes, and when he came ·
back his face wore a smile.
"It was easy enough, boys!" he exclaimed. "Now, jest give
me your names, so I kin go back an' have 'em put on ther
tickets, an' then it will be all right."
.
This was soon done, and then the bronco busters prepared
to make themselves as ·comfortable as possible in their new
quarters.
They had blankets with them and also a couple of coffeepots and frying-pans.
,
All they needed was the provender.
During their trip from the ranch they had started from
they had used up all the provisions they had, and as they had
just landed in town that morning they had not purchased
any more.
•
"Ther grub is all right, anyhow," said Hopper. "I always
buys my dinner at a stand when I'm around ter such fairs as
this. I've been in this business two years now, an' I goes
from one place to another. Ther last one I was to was at a
county fair in Kansas. I made over two thousand dollars
that week at ther egg game. an' I lifted from ther pockets of
ther unsuspectin' ones more than double that amount. You
kin bet that this is a good business!'·'
"I should reckon it was!" exclaimed Buster Jake, looking
at the fakir with admiring eyes.
Hopper had more than enough for supper for the whole lot,
so they made out all right.
. "This suits me to a T," said the fakir, as he lighted a cigar
after the meal was finished. "I jest feel like takin' a walk
around ther town, an' a couple of your men kin look aftei;
ther place here. I wanter take ther. nigger along, 'cause it
might be that he'll git a chance ter carve up Young Wild
West.''
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CHAPTER VI.
THE SILVER SPURS.

Young Wild West and his partners put in a good ,clay of it
at the Fairplay Fair, and when night came they were glad to
go to their camp.
Johnny Pay and his men went with them, as might be supposed, .so it was quite a jolly crowd that gathered around the
campfire that night when supper was cooked and served.
Theirs was not the only camp in the vicinity.
They were scattered about all over the vacant lots in the
town.
Many tourists who had been stopping at Denver when they
heard of the fair had come down, but they had taken up at
the hotels, paying very fancy prices for the accommodations
.
they received.
Several of this ·class of people were walking about the town
looking at the rough Western men as they lounged about
camp.
The lack of tents seemed to surprise them.
Three or four men and a couple of ladies stopped at the
camp of our friends and showed signs of great interest when
they saw Jim Dart and a couple of the cowboys washing up
the pans and kettles they had used to prepare the evening
.
meal.
"Who is the leader of this band of cowboys?" one of the
.
gentlemen asked.
"There he is!" spoke up Johnny Pay, pointing out Wild
before any one else could say a ,w ord.
The sightseers promptly turned to our hero.
"What is your name, please?" the inquisitive one asked.
"Young Wild West is the name I go by," was the reply.
"Young Wild West, eh? An appropriate name, I think.
.
But that is not your real name?"
"The only one I ever remember of having," replied Wild.
"ls that so? Was your father named West?"
"My foster father bore tha,t name.. My parents were murdered by Indians when I was very small. A troop of cavalry
came along too late to prevent the slaughter and the burning
of the cabin, and they found µie lying in a -clump of bushes,
unharmed. The leader of the cavalry was named William
W~st, and he adopted me. He gave the name of Young
"".1ld West to me, because I was very young, and it was a
wild spot they found me in. That is all I know, sir."
"How interesting!" exclaimed one of the ladies. "You have
always ·lived in the wild West, then?"
"Oh, I spent about five years in St. Louis. I went to school
there, but as soon as I thought I had learned enough I ilrifted
back to the wilderness of the mountains and prairies. There
is no place . like them to me!"
"But you are only a boy yet. You will take to the ,t hicklysettled places later on, I think," spoke up the other lady
member of the party.
"Perhaps so; but I hardly believe it, madam. The whhof the lariat and the crack of the six-shooter is music to my
ears, and I hardly think one hears such sounds in the crowded
cities of our land."
"No, but they hear other sounds, such as the rumble of
trucks and the rattling of street cars. Civilization will force
its way even here some day, and then there will be no more
wild riding and shooting on the boundless plains, for there
will be houses and stores here instead."
"That will be a long while after we are dead," said Wild,
·
with a smile.
"Well, perhaps it will. Have you ever been East?"
"No, madam; but I hope to make a trip there some time. I
am anxious to see what New York is like, but I am sure I
wouldn't want to stay there very long."
· "What is the largest city you have ever been to?" asked the
man who had started the conversation.
"Oh, we have been to Frisco."
"And did you like it?"
"Yes, pretty well. But Denver is a good enough city for
me., If a fellow gets into trouble there he can assert himself
and stick up for his rights, and there ain't no big time made
over it. If a man picks a qua1Tel with you a nd tries to shoot
you, it's your place to drop him, you know."
"You have never shot any one, though?" and the ladies
looked surprised.
Young Wild West laughed.
"l have never shot any one unless it was to save myself or
some one nretty clear to me," h e answered.

"You can shoot pretty straight, I , suppose?" queried· th 2
talkative man.
"Yes, pretty straight."
"Are you ·going to enter in the contests that are to take
place to-morrow and the next clay at the fair?"
"Yes, I guess I will have a try at the game."
"There is a pair of silver spurs offered for the best feat!> of
horsemanship, I understand. I have heard that it is the prize
that will claim the most entries for."
"Yes, I heard about the silver spurs. My two partners told
me I ought to try for them, so I have taken their advice, and
I mean to. We have another aspirant for them here, tooJohnny Pay, the Champion Cowboy Athlete! Step out,
Johnny, and let the ladies and gentlemen see how you look."
Blushingly, the leader of the cowboys did so.
"I won't stand no chance fur ther silver spurs-not whilE
Young Wild West is around," he said. "But I'm goin' inte1
ther contest jest ter help make it interestin'."
"So you think you won't stand any show?" observed one of
the men.
"No. Young Wtld West is ther Prince of ther Saddle an'·
ther Champion Deadshot in ther West. There ain't no one a,
kin beat him with a rifle or six-shooter, an' though I ain't
never seen him do any fancy ridin', I jest 1,rnow enough about
him ter feel satisfied that he's entitled ter bein' called ther
Prince of ther Saddle."
"That is a very good recommendation, I should say," s:iid
one of the ladies, looking at our hero and smiling. "I do not
want to miss seeing the contest for the silver spurs."
"Well, I hear, that they have arranged it to take place at
two to-morrow afternoon."
"Yes, that is the time set down for it," said the,\ll}an.
After talking for about ten minutes the sightseers passed
on to take in some of the other camps.
"'I'her silver spurs is on exhibition at ther Globe Hotel,"
said Johnny Pay, as it got dark. "What·.do yer say if we go
an' have a glimpse at 'em, Wild?"
"Good! I should like to see them."
"So would I," spoke up Jim Dart.
"Me, too!" chimed in the scout.
All the men expressed a desire to see them, but J olmny
Pay shook his head and said:
"I reckon it won't do ter leave ther horses alone, boys.
Ther blamed old town is full of crooks, an' there's no tellin'
what might happen. Two or three of yer oughter stay right
here, anyhow."
He soon found three to volunteer to stay and take charge
of the camp.
Then they started for the hotel that was called the Globe.
It was quite a pretentious building for a town of the size,
and when they v.:ot to it they found there was a crowd there.
. Cowboys, cattle punchers, bronco busters and miners were
,
there in full force.
They all wanted to see the silver spurs, too.
It was in the bar of the hotel where the prize .was on exhibition,.so after no little delay Wild and his companions managed to squeeze their way in.
The silver spurs hung by a pie·ce of red ribbon in front of
the mirror that was directly back of the bar, and that was
the closest one could get to them.
An inscription telling what they were and what for, together with a warning not to handle them, was tacked above
them. '
The spurs were really of no great value, as far as the
amount of silver in them was concerned, but they would make
a suitable trophy for the one who proved lucky' enough to
win them.
As Young Wild West pushed his way forward to g et a good
view of them, who should he find standing there. but Buster
Jake and the egg man!
''I reckon I'm ther galoot as will wear them spurs after tomorrer afternoon!" Buster Jake was saying. "Hopper, yer
jest oughter see me when I git ter tryin' myself out with a
bronco! I'm a sundowner on wheels, I am!"
"Well, I hear there are over fifty .entr:es," Wild hear d the
fakir answ~r. "You'll have ter be up an' doin', J'ake."
"Jest wait an' see." Just then t)le big bronco buster caught sight of our hero,
He was within four feet of him, too, but had not seen him
come through the crowd.
He shut up instantly and stepped back out of the way.
Wild saw him place his lips close to the ears of the fakit
•
anrl say something in a whisper.
Then Fonner turned and had a look at the boy,
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He could not repress an ugly scowl, and, knowin~ that it
vrns intended to show his dislike for him, Wild smiled and
,aid:
"What's the matter, Mr. Egg Man?"
..
"I wasn't sayin' anything tp you," was the surly reJomder.
"I know you wasn't, but you was doing some awful scowling. I don't like to be scowled at when I come into a place.
l see y.ou managed to wipe off the egg that got smashed over
your face."
Hopper made no reply to this.
.
Just then a new tontingent came jostling into the barroom.
"Hooray!" yelled a brawny-looking fellow in a bright yello,v shirt. "'l'here's them silver spul'S, boys! Have a look at
'em, fur they're mine!"
"Hooray! Hooray!" yelled the half a dozen with him.
"Let's have a drink, boys! Them silver spurs is goin' ter
be ther prnperty of Buck Bolan, ther cow puncher, an' he's
goin' ter treat you on ther strength of it!"
"They're as good as" yours now, Buck," spoke up one of the
gang. "I'll bet there ain't a man here as will say they ain't!"
"I say they ain't!" cried Cheyenne Charlie, in a ringing
voice. "If anybody has got a mortgage on them silver spurs
it's Young Wild West!"
"I'll bet yer a hundred Young Wild West .don't win ther
spurs!" retorted the cow puncher, flashing a 1·oll of bills.
"I'll go yer!"
It did not take two minutes to put the money in the hands
of the proprietor of the place, 11nd then Buck Bolan turned
to Charlie and exclaimed:
"You've bet on Young Wild \,Vest, strange1., so yer oughter
be able ter tell me where he is. I'd like ter have a look at
him, I've heard so much about him."
"There he is, right behind you," answered the scout.
The big cow puncher in the yellow shirt turned around.
"Are you ther youngster what thinks he's got a mortgage
on them spurs?" hE! asked.
"I didn't say anything like that," Wild said, evasively.
"Well, your friend did, then. That's about the same."
"Hardly the same, my friend. I am simply going to try and
win the spurs, and that is what you and the rest are going to
do, I suppose."
"Yes, that's so. But when it comes ter a boy going' up
ag'in men in a game of this kind I can't see what show he's
got."
"Who?"
"Why, ther' boy."
"Oh, that's it, eh? Well, you may see what kind of a show
be has got after things get under way."
The man laughed good-naturedly.
He was not one of the quarrelsome so1·t.
Our friends all had a good look at the silver spurs and
then they went out so others could have a show to see them.
Then they started to take a walk around town at the suggestion of Johnny Pay.
In spite of the advice their leader had given them, some
of the cowboys wanted whisky.
"If yer take any you'd better go it light, poys," he told
them. "If you're goin' ter try fur any of ther prizes you'd
better keep straight to-night. Then you'll feel like doin'
somethin' to-morrer."
Some of them insisted on heading for a saloon, so a few
minutes later they brought up at one.
, It was probably the -lowest place in the town, too, for the
men hanging around were a hangdog lot.
But that made no difference to the cowboys. They were not
there after men; they wanted whisky.
Wild paid for a round, taking a cigar himself, as did Jim.
Then he insisted on going out, calling Charlie to come
along.
·
Johnny Pay tried to get his men to come, too, but they had
got a taste of the tanglefcot, as they called it, and they
would not stir from the bar.
"Let 'em git drunk, then!" he exclaimed in disgust.
"You can't stop them unless you kill 'em," said the scout,
with a grin; "an' I reckon they're a too good loll of boys to
be killed."
Wild and his partners and Johnny Pay started back to
their camp.
About half-way to it a darky came up to them.
"Wlfich of youse am Y imng Wild West?" he asked.
"That's me," answered our hero.
"Here em a note from Mistah Jarvey, den," and it was
handed over.

CHAPTER VII. ·
YOUNG WILD WEST'S GREAT PERIL,

Wild looked sharply at the colored man as he took the note.
"Who gave you this ? " he asked.
"Mistah Jarvey, sah."
"Do you live at Mr. Jarvey's ?"
"Yes, sah."
"And he sent you with this note to me?"
"Yes, sah."
"Well, wait till I get where I can see and ·I will read it.
·was there to be an answer ? "
"Yes, sah, him say wait an' see what you say."
Our hero walked along until they got in front of a store.
Then by aid of the lighted lamp in the window he read the
following:
"Dear Mr. West-Kindly call at my residence this evening
before nine. I have something to give you in the way of a
reward, since you would not accept ,money to-day. Let my
man know whether you will come or not.
"Yours truly,
B. J. Jarvey."
That was all the::·e was to it. ·
The note was in a plain, business-like handwriting, so •it
did not occur to our hero that there could be anything wrong
about it.
.
"All right," he said to the darky. "Tell your boss I will
be around in about 'half an hour. Let me see, where is the
house?"
"Right out dis way ori de right," was the reply. "It is
only hve minutes' walk from here, an' it am de only house in
town what hab got a nameplate on de door."
"Well, all right. I'll be there in half an hour."
The negro took his departure and then Wild looked at his
watch and saw that it was but a few minutes past eight.
"I reckon I know what ther min,e owner wants to give you,
Wild," said Cheyenne Charlie, with a grin.
"What?" ca;me the question. ,.,
"Well, I noticed that ther gal seemed to look at you with
mighty bright eyes. It might be that he wants to give her
to you."
·
"That talk is nonsense, Charlie."
"Oh, I don't mean for an instant that you'd accept ther
gift, Wild. I know that there's only one girl in ther whole
creation for you, an' that is putty Arietta, who is waitin' for
you in Denver. But neither J arvey nor his daughter knows
that you've got a sweetheart."
"W~ll, I think that would be a queer sort of a present for
a father to give away unless he was asked for it."
"So I ·should say!" exclaimed Dart.
They all made their way to the camp now.
Wild paused long enough to put on a new tie and· brush
his hair a bit, and then he set out for the house of the mine
owner.
·He had marked the way the negro pointed out, and he was
soon pursuing his way in that direction.
,
When he had walked about two minutes he found himself
at the very outskirts of the town.
Then it occurred to him that the way the darky had pointed
led out of the town instead of in it.
"It may be that he has built a fine residence near his mine,"
he thought. "Perhaps it is around that bend over there."
He started for the bend and soon came to it.
There was scarcely the vestige of a trail there and the
ground was rough and stony.
· Young Wild West was just beginning to think that he hag
made a mistake when something entirely unexpected to him
happened. ·
A rope noose suddenly dropped over his head, and with a
sudden jerk his arms were pinned to his sides, while he was
thrown to the ground!
"Hey, there!" he exclaimed. "What are you up to, you
cowardly hounds? Let go that rope.!"
A hoarse laugh was the reply and then three forms spz:ang
upon him and held him tightly · to the earth.
A hand was clapped over his mouth, and then in spite of
his struggles he was quickly overpowered and relieved of his
weapons.
"Soler thought you'd go ari'.' see what ther rich mine owner
wante to give yer, hey?" · said a mocking voice, which the
boy quickly recognized as belonging to Buster Jake, the
bronco buster.
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we'd ever take. Young Wild
\."He, he, he! But it war easy, boss!" and then Wild heard would be ther last medicineof ther men with him, an' what
the chuckle of the very darky who had delivered the note to West has got ther majority
he couldn't do himself they'd help ter do. Gustus, you kpow
him but a few minutes before.
But he realized something that fie had not when the fellow what ter do, don't yer?"
.
"Yes, boss !" and the p.egro chuckled gloatingly.
came to him with the note.
A chill ron through the frame of our hero as he listened
It was the negro who had been acting as a human target
d conversatio n.
that day for those who desired to throw eggs at him at the ' to this cold-bloode
"Come on!" exclaimed the f akir. "Gustus, when you g't
rate of fifty cents a throw.
right to ther grounds. We're goin'
In his present wearing apparel our hero had failed to rec- ther job . done comehere."
stra ight there from
ognize him.
The two white men walked off, leaving the helpless boy in
If he had he would not now have been in .trouble.
hands of the cruel negro.
the
the
made
simply
boy
brave
the
so
now,
late
too
was
it
But
It was f ully five minutes after their departure before
best of it, keeping a s cool as an iceberg.
He knew he was in for it, so there was no use in wasting his Gustus spoke.
Then he leaned over the prostrate form of Wild and said
·
strength.
a hoarse whisper.
in
an
and
bound
securely
him
had
soon
villains
The three
"How do Young Wild West fe el?"
·
improvised gag thrust in his mouth.
Of course the boy could not reply, but a gurgling sound
Then he was picked up bodily and they started off up a
from his lips, indicating that' he desired to speak.
came
'
hill with him.
negro understood what this meant. ·
The
out
found
Wild
that
s
It was at this point of the proceeding
"Me let you t alk," he said, and then a h alf-growl, half who the third scoundrel was.
frow eggs very straight , you do;
It was Hopper, the fakir, as he could readily tell the mo- laugh came from him. "You
but you won't frow 'em at me no moah! I hold razor by your
ment he spoke. ·
out of your mouth an' let yo'
The daring young deadshot fully realized that he had throat, an' then I take de gagwhat you say befo' yo' die !"
don e t alk to me. I must hear
fallen in bad hands.
The next minute Wild felt the cold steel l:ilade of the
~ Buster Jake and Hopper hated him, he well knew, and
razor against his throat.
that they meant to get even with him there was no doubt.
Then the gag was torn from his mouth.
But he did not give way to any fears.
He r ealized that nothing but extreme coolness would save
He had been in as tight places before and had always come
him now.
out all right.
"So you are going to kill me because t thr ew the egg">
"Gustus is a smart coon, an' no mistake!" Buster Jake obthe f ace, · are you?" he asked,
served, as they reached the top of a short ascent. "Which straight enough to hit younoinsuch thing as the least particle
was
there
though
as
just
Hopper?"
way now,
near him.
"Right back here about a hundred yards," was the fakir's of danger anywhere
•
The darky gave a start.
reply. "I was lookin' around here yisterday afternoon, an' I
He had not expected anything like this would come from
fou nd about as putty a place as one could wish fur t er do a
think like this. It is a hole in ther side of a hill, an' there's his helpless prisoner.
"'¥ha' dat yo' say?" he asked.
no t ellin' where it runs to. Gustus, has you got your razor?"
"Didn't you hear what I said?" asked Wild, as calmly as
too."
sharp,
mighty
it's
an'
·boss,
"Yes,
"Good! You said you wanted to carve Young Wild West, he ever spoke in his life.
:> n' now ycr kin do it without runnin' no risk of bein' shot.
"Yes, I done hear yo'. Wha's de matter?"
This is what I calls great!"
wo
"You ought to know what's the matter. You told the tyon
Wild bit hard upon the piece of wood that lrad been· tied men
who just left h ere that you would kill me. What are
between his t eeth.
y
I never did anything t o you , onl b
He f elt like choking the scoundrel~ and if he had but had going to do that for?
I had paid for the privilege. I never
after
you,
at
eggs
throw
have
surely
would
'·l1e opportunity just at that moment he
did anythng to your boss, any more than to shoot a r evolver
done so.
keep him from shqoting me. I could hav'!
But he simply had to grin and bear it, as the saying goes. out of his hand to the
heart, but I never do such a thing a <,
Wild depended upon Charlie and Jim to find him, and he shot him through to
be done. You struck me as being quite
unless it has
felt sure they would do it if the villains d:d not make way that
a sensible colored man when I saw you there duckinJ? eggs
with him right away.
were thrown at you, and I never thought you'd willingly
that
was
There was a possibility that the talk about the razor
place your neck into a noose and be pulled to the limb of a
•
only to frighten him.
men fired shots into your
The three unprinciple d scoundrels carried him along for tree while a crewd of yelling white
body!"
and
stones,
and
bushes
over
stumbling
yards,
hundred
a
about
Gustus gave a grunt of astonishme nt.
then_ let him drop to the ground not over-gently .
The words had .struck deep into his dull brain.
there's
"Yes,
Hopper.
said
guess,"
I
nlace.
"This is ther
·
"Wha' yo' done mean?" he asked.
·
there."
over
ther hole
was smart enough
you
thought
really
I
say.
I
what
"Just
up
s.poke
dark,"
ther
in
see
kin
yer
how
"I don't know
hanged in no time
and
out
found
be
would
you
that
know
to
hole."
a
like
looks
that
anything
see
don't
Buster Jake . . "I
·
me."
killed
you
if
dere!"
right
"him
darky;
the
"I see him!" exclaimed
nohow."
nigger,
fool
no
ain't
I
sah,
"Well,
Young
got
we've
now
"Well,
fakir.
the
"That's it!"' nodded
I
"I am glad you ain't."
Wild West, what are we goin' ter do with him?"
the razor
removed
sly
unconsciou
negro
the
spoke
he
As
negro.
the
"Y nu say yon Jet me carve him, boss." remarked
boy's throat.
"I know I did, but I don't exactly believe in cuttin' a feller frdm thef elt
that he was making good headway.
Wild
ter nieces with a razor, when he ain't got no show, come ter
He was l!Oing to try and talk the bla ck :(iend out of the
think of it."
"Well. if yer was ter give ther boy any kind of a show fur notion of killing him. to me, he went-bn, "the first ones to
"If anything happens
his life he'd git ther best of us as sure as guns!" exclaimed
suffer for it will be your boss and the man called Buster Jake.
·
Buster J ake.
I knew they were after me, and if
"Oh, no!" and the darky shook his head. "Me carve him if I told my partners that
happen to me they should fill the pair of them
he have his hands an' feet loose, so long him hab no pistol anything did
with lead the :first thing, and tlaen hang you up bv . your heels
to shoot with."
all you know about it. 1 had no idea that you
"I tell you what we'll do!" said the fakir, after a minute till you told
would do anvthing to me, though, and I was certain that you
,
of deep thought.
would tell all you knew and thus save your life."
"What?" queried the bronco buster.
~
"Golly'" exclaimed Gustus.
settle
ter
Gustus
leave
an'
town
ther
to
"We'll go on back
me loose anrl
cut
to
mind
your
up
make
better
iad
"You
pleases."
he
way
with Young Wild West any
hanger!
being
of
ear
f
any
have
never
will
You
gp.
me
let
ter
ain't
he
that
knows
nigger
"Good! I reckon that ther
·
·
then."
shot
or
be let live."
done do.
I
what
yo'
ell
t
"I
negro.
the
repeated
"Golly!"
would
we
mess
fine
a
be
would
It
"Of course he knows that.
I chuck my hat up, an' if him come down
be in now if the boy got away from us. I reckon my busi- Young Wild West!
must die; if him come down de oder way
yo'
up
crown
de
wid
chances
the
an'
busted,
be
ness at ther Fairplay Fair would
live!"
kin
yo'
that
Pills
lead
of'
dose
a
take
would
are that you an' me
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CHAPTER VIII.
THE VILLAINS ARE WORRIED A LITTLE.

Buster Jake and Hopper went straight to the fair grounds
and were admitted on the passes they l)ad by the man who
·
kept watch at the gate.
. All those who had bought privileges inside the enclosure
had men watching their belongings, so fires and lanterns
could be seen scattered around here and there.
When they reached their camp the two men found that
nearly all the cow punchers were out.
Clipper, the little man, was there, however, and he was
playing cards with the other two who had remained.
''Yer got back early, Jake," he observed, as he looked up
and saw the leader of his gang coming.
"Yes, there ain't much goin' on in town, 'cept ter see a lot
of fellers gittin' their skins filled with bugjuice," was the
reply. "We went over to ther Globe Hotel an' had a look at
ther silver spurs what I'm goin' ter try ter win to-morrer."
"Well, what did they look like?"
"Nothin', not so much. They was bright an' shinin', that's
about all. Tain't ther value of 'em, yer know; it's ther
honor that ther one will have what gits 'em."
"Oh, of course."
"You an' ther rest of ther garig 'is willin' ter admit that
I'm about ther . best yer ~ver seen at <loin' fancy ridin' an'
shootin,' so I reckon I oughter stand a show of winnin'."
"I s'pose Young Wild West is after them silver spurs,
.
too?"
"Yes, I heard him say in ther hotel that he was goin' ter
.have a try fur 'em. But somethin' might turn up that he
won't. I ain't sayin' that I 'know anything will turn up,
,
but it are. more'n likely, though."
At this juncture Hopper shot a warning look at the cowpuncher, and he knew that it meant not to let on what they
had done.
"Young Wild West was at ther hotel, was he?" resumed
Clipper, who seemed quite interested in what had been said.
"Yes, an' there was a bet of a hundred made that he'd
win ther silver spurs. His pard, which is called · Cheyenne
Charlie, put up ther money ag'in another feller what had a
friend what was goin' in thei· contest.."
"That's a putty risky sort of a bet ter make, ter pick a man
ag'in ther whole field."
"I should reckon so."
"Cheyenne Charlie J'\'lUSt have an awful lot of confidence
in Young Wild West, that's all," spoke up the fakir.
"Maybe he knows him so well that he feels Sartin that
he'll win out," said the little man.
"Lots , of folks has felt sartin of things, but they have
been fooled, just ther same. That's ther way it will be
with Young Wild West. He don't stand no more show of
winnin' them silver spurs than you do, an' Y,ou ain't goin'
·
in ther contest."
"Well, if anybody wins 'em, I'd like ter see ·you be ther
one, Jake. You're sartinly a good one."
The game' of cards was resumed and the two villains who
had come away and left a helpless boy in the hands of a
black fiend to be murdered in cold blood, walked over and
sat down near the little tent of the fakir.
"I' wonder if ther nigger has done ther deed yet?" Buster
Jake remarked, as he filled his pipe and struck a match.
"Most likely," and then Hopper shrugged his shoulders,
showing tha.t he di_d not half like the sort of business they
had been engaged rn.
"Say!" exclaimed Hopper, "I didn't tell yer how I was
thinkin' of gittin' a wife, did I?"
"No!" and the fakir looked really surprised.
"Well, you know all about how I knocked that gal off
her- horse?"
·
"Yes, I heard all about that."
"Well, she's ther one I've decided ter marry-that is, if
1 marry any one."
"Yer must be gittin' crazy, Buster!"
"No, I ain!t," was the dogged rejoinder. "I've jest took
a notion ter that gal, that's all."
"Well, you take my advice an' let her alone. Wimmen
folks is dangerous things ter fool with, as I've found out ter
.
my sorrer."
"But s'pose I could catch ther gal an' take her off ter
some place wlu:re I could hide hei-? Y!ouldu't that be all
risr.ht ?"

"No. You'd be found out in no time. Sich things as
carryin' off gals is bound ter be found out. I've seen it
done as many as half a dozen times in my life, an' each
time ther galoots what d0f1-e it got found out an' was given
their medicine. One feller I know of was shot in sixteen
r,
different places an' two others was lynched. I wouldn't
'
bother with no gals if I was you."
This advice had considerable effect on the broncho buster.
"I reckon you're about right," he said.
They talked upon various topics until an hour had passed.
The darky had not come back yet.
The two men were getting a little nervous.
"I wonder what's keepin' Gustus?" he remarked, as he
looked at the silver bull's-eye watch he carried. ·
"It can't be that Young Wild West has got ther best of
him, kin it?" said Buster Jake.
"I don't see how he could when he was tied hard an' fast."
"But he might have got untied in some way."
"That ain't at all likely. Jest wait! Ther nigger will
be back, all right."
But another hour passed and Gustus failed to put in
an appearance.
Two of the broncho busters came in a few minutes later,
and when asked if they had seen anytl).ing of the darky
they answered in the negative.
"He's got drunk, more'n likely," said one, "an' you'll have
ter look fur some one else ter stand up an' git hit with
ther eggs to-morrer."
"Oh, he will show up, if it takes him till morning to do it," •
Hopper declared. "Gustus has been with me too long ter
make me believe he would do anything like that. He'd
never go back on me. l've used him too good fur that."
"Well, here comes some more of ther boys," spoke up
Clipper. "Maybe he's with them."
"Some more of ther boys!" echoed Buster Jake. "Why,
there's only one more of 'em out."
"Well, there's three comin', so there must be two other
fellers with him."
This proved to be the case exactly.
The two with the man were no other than Cheyenne
Charlie and Jim Dart.
They had become alarmed at the long stay Wild was
making, and ,;o they had _started out to look for -him.
On inquiry they had learned that Jarvey, the mine owner,
did not live in the direction the darky had pointed out to
Wild after giving him the note; 1it was nearly the opposite.
This was enough to satisfy tlie two that something was
wrong;
Naturally, they concluded that some sort of trick had
been played, and the first ones they thought of were Buster
Jake and Hopper.
Then they came right over to the fair grounds to investi·
gate.
The two villains felt more than uneasy when they· saw
Charlie and J im coming with the broncho buster.
"Hello, you measly coyotes!" called out the s·c out fearlessly, as he came close to the camp and halted. "Where's
t
,
Young Wild West?"
"What do we know about Young Wild West?" retorted
Hopper.
''A whole lot, I've got an idea. He ain't to be found.
so it's up to you to tell where he is."
"Well, I'm sure I don't know where he is. An', what's
more, I don't care!"
"Where's the colored fellow?" spoke up Jim, who had
been looking closely about the camp.
"Somewhere in town, I reckon," answered Hopper. "Didn't
see anything of him, did yer?"
"Not since he gave Wild the note," said Jim, who was
struck with the thought just at that moment that the darky
who had brought the note was no other than the fakir's
assistant.
"Since who give him a note?" Buster Jake put in.
"I wasn't talking to you," Jim retorted sharply.
"Well, you'd better look out how yer talk, anyhow."
"1 am looking out all the time."
"Who did you say .give Young Wild West a note?" interrupted Hopper.
"The darky you have got employed,"· was- the reply.
"What did he give him a note for?"
"To get him to go some place so he would be able to kill
him, I suppose."
This was a hard one, and the two villains .could not help
exchanging glances.
Chevenne Charlie and Jim noticed it, too.
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The hvo had come fearlessly to the spot where. the vil- I They all turned .in after a while and everything was quiet
lainous gang was camped, but Johnny Pay and his men were until morning. Then Hopper, who was up at daylight, saw
right outside the gate, and if there was any shooting they the negro coming!
would be on hand in a jiffy.
"Now, you fellows had better see to it that Young Wild ·
West gets back to our camp safe and sound," said Dart,
CHAPTER IX.
after a pause, for he was now convinced that the two men
knew all about the disappearance · of the boy.
IN THE ABANDONED SHAFT.
"I don't know as we know where te'r look fur him," answered .Hopper, who was acting with considerable coolness.
As the negro made the peculiar proposition to toss up hi s
"All right! You have heard . what we have to say. If hat and let it decide the fate of Young Wild West he t ook
Young Wild West does not turn up alive and unharmed by the well-worn headgear from his woolly pate. .
daylight to-morrow morning you fellows can S?;et ready to
"Are you satisfied, Young Wild West?" l1e said, leaning
take part in a hanging! You can rest assured that it will over the helpless form of the boy. "If de hat done come
take place."
down wid de crown up, you must die! If him come down
"An' if it don't it will be because you ain't alive to keep de under side up, den I cut yo' loose an' you done go. But
it goin'!" added Cheyenne Charlie significantly.
in dat case yo' must promise not ter allow anyt'ing ter be
"I've shot men fur makin' less I threats than that!" ex- clone ter me fo' what ·have been done dis night."
claimed Buster Jake.
"All right!" exclaimed our hero coolly, thinking it best
"Well, why don't you shoot us?" demanded Jim, who was
ready to open fire on the villains, and auite eager to do so to agree to the proposition.
It made no difference whether he agreed to it or not, but
because he thought they had done something to Wild.
"Yes, jest sail in!" added the scout. "I know jest who since he had been playing such a cool hand it was proper
will go down first! I've got 'em marked right in my eye." to carry it through ~Q the end of the terrible_ ordeal.
The boy had surely managed to get a certam power over
"See here!" spoke up Clipoer, the little man. "What's
ther use of havin' any trouble, boys? There's somethin' the negro ruffian, and if he could just add a little more to
;
wrong about this. We don't know nothin' about Young Wild it he would win.
But if the hat cam~ down ~
- the crown to the ground
West."
· · .
"I don't believe you do know anything about him," an- he would be set free. .
He could teP by the tone of the darky's voice that he was
swered Jim . "But those two fellows there do. They were
over in the Globe Hotel this evening. and I have reason to perfectly sincere in what he said.
Gustus now arose to his feet.
believe that they sent the darky with the •note."
"Here go de hat!" he exclaimed.
"We don't know what you mean when you talk about a
As dark as it was, our hero saw it go up about ten feet.
note," protested Hopper, who · thought the easiest' way out
Then down it came!
of it was the best. "We don't know where ther nigger is,
Wild almost ceased to breathe as the black fiend leaned
either, or what he's up to." ·
' This was a pretty rank lie, coming, as it did, from the over to see how the hat Janded.
But the next moment a thrill of joy and satisfaction shot
very man who had written the note and put up the job to
through him.
kill Young Wild West.
"De crown am down!" Gustus exclaimed. "Golly! I'se
But he was g-oing to get out of it if there was any possible
way of doing it, and· if it depended on his lying powers he mighty · glad I cydn't carve yo' wid de razor, Young Wild
would surely be a winner.
West!"
"I knew you were a , very sensible colored man," saicl
"Jim. I reckon we'd better find ther nigger,". said CheyWild, speaking as calmly as though it had only been a little
enne Charlie.
"Yes," was the reply, and then they walked back toward fun that was taking place. "If you hadn't been sensible
the entrance, keeping an eye on the villains as they did so. you would never have thought of throwing up the hat and
letting it settle the case."
Hopper breathed a sigh of relief when they were gone.
"What do yer think of that, Jake?" he observed.
"I guess dat am right, sah! Well, here yo' go! I'se done
"How did they get the idea that we clone it?" said Jake. goin' ter cut .de ropes' wid de razor I was goin' ter carve yo'
"Shut up!" was the whispered command. "There ain't wid! How <lat feel?"
no use in lettin' ther gang know about it."
"Better!" exclaimed Wild, as he felt the rope about his
"I don't know what we've· done ter make 'em think we'd arms loosen.
bother with Young Wild West, so long as he didn't bother
"An' <lat feel better yet!"
with us," remarked the broncho buster, this time turning
Another stroke of the razor and he had his hands free.
to his men and laying it down strong:
Young Wild West was so elated that it ,vas with diffi"Oh, yer kno\v yer would like ter git a chancee ter drop culty that he could keep from uttering an exclamation of joy.
But he had a way of controlling himself under all condihim, Jake! So what's ther use talkin' ? 1' spoke up Clipper.
"If Young Wild West has stepped out I'll jest lay a fiver tions, so he merely acted as though it was only a common, that you an' ther egg man knows all about it. Them friends place thing that had occurred.
of ther boys was putty wise in comin' here ter find out, I
This way of acting had a g-reat effect upon the darky, too.
reckon."
·
•
He began to look upon the boy as being something above
"You don't know what you're talkin' about!" exclaimed the general orcler of human beings. ,
Hopper.
But he said nothing until he had cut all ,- e ropes and
"Oh, yes, I do. I knows Jake so well that I kin jest about thP, boy stood upon his feet before him.
figure up how ther thing was done. You talked it over an'
Then stepping back, he exclaimed:
then you wrote a note an ' sent ther nigger with it t er
"Golly!"
·
Young Wild West. It was fur him to go ter some place,
"What's the matter?" asked 1 Wild.
an' you fellers laid fur him an' put him out of business.
"You amn't afraid of an't'ing, is yo'?"
That's ther way it'll turn out, see if it don't!"
'!No. Wnat's the use of being afraid? No one ever saved
"I'll bet yer it won't!" said Hopper, who was alarmed his life by being afraid. If I had been afraid you would
at the thought of any one outside of Buster Jake knowing have surely killed me."
what had been done.
"I guess dat am so," and Gustus scratched his woolly
"I don't want ter bet yer, but I've got my opinion, jest head.
.
ther same. When you fellers said that Young Wild West
Wild did . not propose that the negro should get off after
might not go in ther contest fur ther silver SPlll'S to-morrer what he had done.
·
afternoon you ·was figurin' on it that he'd be dead. I kir,
He was a dangerous customer to be running around loose.
see as fur through a grindstone as ther next one, I kin!'
Bnt he was going to keep on in the same ' strain for a
"Shet up, Clipper!" cried the leader of the · broncho bust- while.
·
ers. "You're all wrong; you don't know a word of what
"What did you do with my shooters and knife?" he asked,
you're talkin' about. Don't let your tongue rattle so much. looking around the ground.
·
I'm goin' ter turn in, I am!"
,
. ''I'se gGt 'em," was the quick reply.
That was the cue for silence on the part of the men, for
"Well, I guess I had better have them."
the big man had them under pretty good control, and they
"What fo' you want 'em?" and there was a 1·ing of 11U8·
-"enerally did as he said.
tiicion in the voice,

j
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"Well, I am in the habit of carrying them, so I don't feel ing at hiin with distended eyes. "We have got to get out o-f
right witbout them. Besides, they are mine, ain't they?" this place."
"All right, massah," was the humble reply. "l'se'll done
"Yes, dat am so."
.
do jest what yo' say."
"Well, hand them over, then."
"You are not hurt very badly, I guess."
.
The darky hesitated.
"I feel as if a mule done kick me."
"You ain't goin' ter shoot me, am yo'?" he asked.
"Well, get up and shake the feeling. Let's find a way to
"No. Why should I shoot you? Didn't you just save
get ·out of here."
my life?"
The darky got up.
"Golly! Dat am so. Here am yo' shooters an' knife,
It was plain that he hail been hurt not a little, .though no
Young wild West."
bones were broken.
.
Wild took them.
Wilp found that he had not lost his revolvers in the slide
He was now in as cool a frame of mind as he usually was.
"I tell you what you do, Gustus," he said. "You go down the old shaft, and to see that they were all right, he
back to your boss aI\d Buster Jake and tell them that you fired a shot from each.
Gustus uttered a t errified cry.
threw mg into the hole without cutting me with the razor.
He was no longer the black fiend ·who had been so willing
Tell them that you're quite sure I'm dead. They will b e
surprised when they find I am not, but that will be_ all to carve the boy with the razor.
H e was now a trembling, frightened darky, depending upon
right. If you feel as though you don't wan_t to ge~ mixed
up in the trouble that may follow, you might strike out the superior intelligence of his white friend to get him to a
·
safe place.
for some other part of the country."
"Don't shoot me, massah!" he implored.
. . , . ,,
"Golly!"
"I am not going to shoot you; I merely wanted to see if the
"There is the hole you meant to throw me m, isn t it?
dip in the brook there had affected the cartridges. I guess
"Yes dat am de place. It am putty deep, I guess."
1
The darky took a step toward the mouth of the yawning I got out so soon that the water did not get to them.'
West."
Wild
Young
Massah
right,
"Dat's
him.
hole and our hero fc!low
The improvised torch was now burning nicely, so Wild took
I done guess," remarked the
"Dat am a reg'lar gr
·
·
into the hole. "Golly! Yo' a walk around the place.
former, as he knelt to
It was not very large.
_
"
oughter be glad yo' di
Almost in the center of it there was a boiling spring
That was all he said j t then, for the ground suddenly
which fonn ed the pool of water they had landed in:
caved beneath him and down he went!
This r an on in the form of an under ground stream and
But in going down he threw out his hands wild and one
was lost at the left side of the shaft.
of them caught hold of the _leg of Young W~ld West.
soon found that it wa!s utterly useless
As quick as he was to realize the danger, Wild was unable - Wild ·rooked up and
think of getting out that way.
to break the hold in time, and he shot downward with the to The
sides were so steep that it would be impossible to
negro!
Midst a tol\ of loosened earth and stones the two went on do it.
Even if there had been more slant to it the dirt would
down a steep descent for perhaps ;fifty feet.
Then they brought up with a loud splashing into some surely have caved so that they could not get out.
"Gustus," said ,vi!d.
·
water.
"What, massah ?"
Fortunately the water was not over their heads, and they
"We can't get out of here by the way we came down."
soon righted themselves-or Wild did first, pulling the darky
"A)TI dat .so?"
to his feet afterward.
"Yes. But you can try it if you don't believe it.''
It was not until then that Gustus let go the hold he had
"I done couldn"t climb up dere!" and he shook his he::id.
place.
took
cave-in_
got upon the boy's leg when the
"Well, that means that we must find another way to get
with
escaped
had
Wild
but
He was bruised_ pretty badly,
or else wait till someone comes and gets us out.''
out
little or no damage done to his skin.
likely to come, massah," and the negro shook hi,
"Nobody
down,
slide
to
started
The negro was under him when he
head.
water.
the
and he had kept that way until they struck
"Oh, your boss and the broncho buster might take a notio-1
"What is tbe matter with you?" demanded our hero, keep- to come back here when they find you don't show up.''
go
you
ing up the cool manner he had been using. "What did
"Dat am so, massah.''
so close to the edge of the hole for?"
Wild noticed that the fellow had a strange look about hi::-:
"Golly!" and then a groan 9f pain came from the black just now.
villain.
He was wondering what was the matter when he was std ·
"Are you hurt?" went on the boy.
denly taken with a nausea.
"I guess I'm done killed, massah!" was the reply.
The darky was a very sick man for the next ten minute:;.
"Serves you right if you are!"
Weak and exhausted, he lay down on a pile of dirt.
matchmetal
the
from
match
a
produced
calmly
now
Wild
"Dat fall done upset my stomach, massah," he said, feebl :-,:.
it.
struck
and
safe he always carried
"All right," answered Wild. "Take it easy.for a while. T r;
It was only a tiny flame that came from the match, but t ell the truth, ! 'see no possible way of getting out of thi"
it was enough to show him that they were in an abandoned place. You will have plenty of time to recover, I guess.''
mine.
The negro soon became very quiet, and a few minutes later
The heaps of dirt and rotten timbers protruding here and his regular breathing told our hero that he had gone t Q_
·
there were quite enough to tell him that.
sleep.
"It's a wonder our necks weren't broken,!' Wild exclaimed,
Wild stuck the torch in some soft dirt and sat down to
half to himself. "This is what I call a bad thing. How are think of some plan of action.
we to get out of here, anyhow?"
He sat there for fully an hour before he had come to an: ·
He shook the water from his clothing the best he could conclusion.
and then threw the last of the match down and lighted anThe torch had burned so low by this time that there was
barely room left to take hold of it.
other.
The negro had dropped to a sitting posture on a pile of
But he managed to use it, and, walking over to the place
dirt and was the picture of abject misery. .
where the stream lost itself under ground, he stooped anr'
Wild paid no attention to him whatever, but walked around looked under.
There was about three feet room above the surface of th the rather narrow place io examine it.
Before the match went out he found just what he was look- water, and the passage the stream flowed through showe~:
signs of getting larger the further it went.
ing for-or, rather, just what he wanted. ·
"I guess it is worth taking the ris}c," Wild muttered.
It was a pine stick that had once been used as a torch.
Then he walked back to the sleeping negro and aroused
Though it was damp in the mine, there was plenty of pitch
him.
in the wood and Wild knew it would burn.
"Come, Gustus!" he exclaimed. "I am going to try to get
He lighted anotJ1er match and applied it to the end of the
· out of here.''
stick.
But the fellow only yawned and groaned in his sleep.
At first it sputtered, but in a few seconds the pitch ignited
Wild decided to try it alone.
arid he had it going.
If he got ont he could easily get the negro out after.
"Get up! " said the boy, turning to Gustus, who sat look-

,,
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He walked to the passage and boldly stepped into it,
stooping so he could clear the top.
Much to his satisfaction, when he got on the other side
he found that there was a sort of natural chamber there.
But that '\7as ·not all! •
The passage continued on, the stream of water flowing
through the center of it.
Wild took his knife and thrust the blade into the piece of
burning stick, and then holding it before him, waded through
the shallow water.
He felt that he was going out!

,
CHAPTER X.
WILD PREPARES A SURPRISE FOR HIS ENEMIES.

Young Wild West waded through the underground stream
with the utmost confidence.
He had not gone more than a hundred yards when he
came to a crooked gallery that led slightly upward.
It branched off from the passage the stream flowed
through, anp he thought he would take his chances of dry
walking instead of the water.
The pine stick had nearly all burned out by this· time, so
he got a hurry on him.
Up the crooked ascent he went, stepping lightly over the
jagged rocks that barred his way.
Just as the burning stick flickered and the blaze left it he
saw the light of a star ahead.
.
. "I knew it!" he exclaimed. "I felt that I was going to get
out the moment I stepped under that ledge over the running
stream. Now to find the camp! We will come around and
get the negro out in the morning. 1:t is a good place for
him, anyhow. It is quite likely he will sleep till daylight,
too."
Out into the open air the boy walked.
He knocked the smoking piece of wood from -the end of
his knife and thrust the weapon in the sheath that was attached to 'his belt.
Then he looked around him.
But everything was strange to him.
"There is only one thing to 'do," he muttered, "and that is
to get my bearings first and then go ahead."
Selecting a high point, he proceeded to ascend it, and in
a few minutes he was at the top.
Then Young Wild West took a look around him.
He soon saw the lights of Fairplay, but much to his surprise · the town was in a direction almost opposite to where
he had thought it to be.
But he realized that he had been completely turned around
after dropping into the .hole, and so he brushed off his clothing and set out down the hill for the town, which was less
than half a mile distant.
But he soon found that he could not proceed straight to
it, as there was a deep ravine in the way.
This necessitated a long walk before he could get around
it1 but he did not mind it much. ·
He had escaped a horrible death, and it · was all owing to
his remarkable coolness.
It was about two hours and a half from the time he left
the camp that he walked into it and surprised his partners
and friends by his sudden appearance.
Charlie and Jim had just returned from the fair grounds
after the interview with Buster Jake and Hopper.
"Great gimlets!" exclaimed the scout. "Where have you
been, Wild 7"
"I've been through quite a lot since I left here," was the
reply.
"Tell us about it," spoke up Johnny Pay, rushing over and
grabbing his hand. "I was so afraid that yer wouldn't turn
up in time fur ther cowboy contest to-morrer."
There was naught but sincerity in the cowboy's words,
showing that he had not figured that if such a thing did
happen his own chances would be all the better.
"Just wait till I get off these wet clothes and I'll tell you
something that will _make your eyes ot,en," said Wild, walking over to the fire that was burning cheerfully to keep off
the chill of the night air.
No one asked him any further questions then.
In a very few minutes he had made a change, and then,
seated before the fire with the whole crowd gathered around
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him, he told just what had happened to him after he left the
camp to call on the mine owner.
Jhey were astounded at the remarkable adventure.
was your wonderful nerve what done it I reckon"
said Johnny Pay. "But ter think that ther nigger could be
made ter change his mind like that."
'
"The darky is superstitious, like most all of his race " our
hero observed. "I knew that, and it occurred to me th;t the -•
only ch~nce I _had was to keep cool and make out that I was
not a ~1t afraid. If the hat had come down the other way I
doubt _if he would have used the razor on me, even. But
!1fter 1t came down my way he released me just as thoug;h
it was a matter of course. That darky believes in everything that don't exist, and he thinks he really saved his neck
by throwing up his hat."
"An' he's at ther bottom of ther old shaft sound asleep
is h~ 7" said the scout.
'
"Yes, he was when I left. He was taken sick from the fall
he had, and when the feeling wore off he fell asleep. A
da1:k:y: usu!1llY _can sleep good, when he once gets to snoring,
so 1t 1s quite hkely he 1s asleep yet."
" "Well: it's a &"OO~ place fur himi" exclaimed Johnny Pay.
It won t hurt him 1f he· stays there a couple of days."
"0~, I ,;XPE:Ct to get him out so · he can be at his job in 'the
mori:img, Wild hast~ned to observe. "We will go over about
daylight and haul him up with a lariat."
.
"An' let him go scott free!" asked Charlie.
. "Well, we will let him go back to his job. He won't teil
Just what happened, you can bet on that! He has the greatest respect for m~ now, and. he fears me just enough to do
e?Cactly as I tell !um. Leave 1_t to me. I am going to win the
s1lvel' spurs, and then we will take care of the scoundrels
who tried so hard to put me out of the way."
"What Wild says goes!" remarked Charlie, looking at the
cowboy and nodding decisively.
.
Half an h<;>ur later Young Wild West was sleeping a~
soundly on his blanket as though nothing had happened to
dist'utb him.
It was 7:1ot necessary for him to be aroused, though, for
when daylight came he was up and smoothing out his hunting-suit, preparatory to donning it for the day.
When he had dresse? himself he called Charlie and Jim.
Johnny Pay heard him and he got up, too.
"Let me go 'long, won't yer7" he asked.
"Certainly," said Wild.
In a · few minutes they started out, our hero carrying a
lariat with him.
They were not long in reaching the spot where Wild had
been caught by the villains the night before.
Then it was easy enough for him to find the way to the old
shaft.
"There is the place where I tumbled in with the darky,"
Wild said, pointing it out. "Now, I wonder if he is awake
yet 7"
•
The question was answered by a hoarse voice shouting ,
from below:
"Hab mercy on me! Lemme out! Help!"
"That's ther mea'sly coyote," observed the scout, smiling
grimly. "I reckon he's been havin' quite a little punishment."
Wild stepped as close to the edge of the opening as he
thought safe and called out:
·
"Hello, Gustus!"
.
His words were heard by the frightened negro, who answered:
"Save me, won't youse 7 Who am it 7"
"It is Young Wild West. Now, take it easy and you'll be
up here in .a jiffy."
He tossed the noose end of the lariat into the, shaft and
then shouted:
'
"Put the rope under' your arms, Gustus, and then hold on
above your head."
"All right," was the hoarse reply. "I done so jes' as yo'
say."
•
Two minutes later he called out that he was ready.
All hands .laid hold to the l_a riat and quickly pulled the
wretched negro up.
He was a hard-looking sigh't when he rolled over on the
ground and uttered a fervent ~xclamation of joy.
His eyes were red and swollen from weeping and his clothing was torn and covered with mud, showing that he had
been doing some scrambling and rolling in the bottom of the
shaft in his terror at finding himself there alon~
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They reported that they had had a lot of fun at the fair,
and that everything was all right.
Two o'cloc,k was the time set do\vn for the great contest
to start.
There were seventy-s_even entries, and in the different
events they were to compete all together, except in the
shooting and trick riding.
Johnny Pay and four of his men wel'e in it.
After dinner they all got ready to go over to the fair.
Wild had come to the conclusion that he would not wait
until the last minute.
He suggested that they stop at the Globe Hotel and have
another look at the silver spurs first, so they all went there.
Buck Bolan, the cow puncher, was there when they went
in, and he smiled good-naturedly when he saw our hero.
"There's no use in talkin'!" he declared, "but ther boys has
set me down ter ,vin them spurs, Young Wild West!"
"That is just what my friends have sent me down to do,"
was thP. r eply. "There is going to be somebody mistaken
about this."
1
"I reckon there is. I don't mind tellin' yer some of my
strong points. You see, there's to be a race around ther
tracks with' all hands goin' it at once. We've got ter go
arour.d six times ter make ther three miles, which ther race
is ter be. A horse is ther thing what will plat a 'portant
part in ther race, an' I've jest got ther horse that will beat
anything- that was ever shod by a blacksmith."
"That's one of your good points; tell me another," said
·
Wild, smiling at him.
"Well, there's ther shootin' at ther glass balls while you're
ridin'! That's a good one. I won ther championship at a
cowboy carnival in Denver a couple of months ago, so I
guess I stand a putty good show here. It's ther man whai
excels in ther most things what gits ther· silver spurs, you
know."
"Yes. I know. Now' wh'a t else can't you be beat at, Mr.
Bolan?"
"Don't. call me Mister Bolan; call me Buck, Young Wild
West. I don't want ther smallest child to mister me, let
alone a big' grown-up boy, like you are!"
"All right, then, Buck."
The cow puncher laughed.
He was a yery good-natured fellow. .
After a little more pleasantry they all went out, and ,'
mounting _their hors~s, rode over to the fair grounds.
· Ev:erythmg was quit~ orderly at the._gate.
Wild was not surprised to see Mane Jarvey and her father both mounted when they got there.
They rode in just ahead of him, but both saw him and
turned and smiled.
He tipped his hat politely and went on.
It occurred to him that the girl was more than ordinarily
interested in him.
But he was not the kind. of a young fellow to get up a
flirtation with any one.
He had a sweetheart and that was enough,
By ten minutes to two everybody who could get there was
inside the fair grounds.
Then the contest for the silver spurs was announced and
the names of those who had entered read off.
!,-t each name a cheer went up, but when it came to Young:
Wild West there was a roar of applause that was almost
.
.
·.
.
de~feni~g. ·
You re the favorite, all right," said Jim Dart to our hero.
"It doesn't take .a crowd long to find out what's what."
"Well, I am going to do my best to win the spurs," Wild
answered. "There are a lot of good riders in this thing, I
am sure. But I guess I can do about as much as any of them
can."
The first thing to take place was a three-mile race on
horseback.
A whistle brought the seventy-seven contestants to the
scratch, or as near as they could get to it.
It was a case of first come first served, and Wild somehow got pretty well behind the bunch.
But he knew that they would lengthen out when they once
got started, and then he would have a chance to creep up. 1
Wild saw that Buster Jake was one of the foremost of the
riders, and he was quite certain that the villain had not yet
CHAPTER XI.
seen him.
This was all the better.
WILD WINS THE SILVER SPURS.
Pretty soon the shot was fired and the horses started.
Away they went, those behind waiting until the leaders
It was noon when Cheyenne Charlie and the cowboys got
were some distance ahead, . so they would have a clear path.
back to the camp,

Wild allowed him to give vent to his feelings and then or.
dered him to get up.
"Gustus, have you got the razor you was going to carve me
with in your pocket?" he asked.
.
"Yes, sah!" was the reply.
"Well, let me see it; I want to s}).ow it to my friends."
"Here it am, sir;" and the weapon was quickly produced.
"That thing is a blamed sight uglier-lookin' than a bowie,"
remarked Charlie. "I don't know as I'd care about bein' cut
with it."
"If I had de nerve I would have done cut my own head off
when I find dat Young Wild West was gone," said Gustus.
"But you didn't have the nerve," remarked Wild. "Well,
you shouldn't have got so scared about it. You might have
known that I would come and get you out if I got out all
right myself."
"Yes, sah! But I didn't know dat yo' done got out of de
place all right."
"Well, I did. I tried to wake you and take you along with
me, but I wasn't sure I could get out that way, so I let you
be until I had a try at i,t."
"How yo' done git out, sah ?"
"I crawled into the ·passage the water goes through and
got out that way."
"Whar yo' land to, Young Wild West?"
"Over on the other side of the ravine that runs through
the hills."
"Dat seems wonderful."
"Well, light out for the fair grounds now! The sun is coming up. Above all things, don't tell them that I am alive."
"I'll die fust!" came from the darky, and then he started
•
off at a swift walk.
Our friends followed him until they 'came to the place
, where they had to turn to their camp.
The cowboys were up and stirring when they got there,
and soon the breakfast was being cooked.
"Boys, I am iroin~ to stav right here in camp until this
afternoon," said Wild. "I will stick up a couple of blankets,
so in case any of my enemies come around this way they
won't see me. There won't be much doing at the fair until
after dinner, anyhow."
"Well, you kin stay here and mind ther camp while ther
rest of us goes over ter ther fair this mornin', then," remarked Cheyenne Charlie.
"That's it; go ahead! But say! you had better pay my
entrance fee in the cowboy riding contest. You can give it
out that you'll pay it, anyhow, even if I don't appear. That
will· make Buster Jake and the rest think I am surely dead."
The entrance fee was five dollars, so Wild handed it to the
scout.
An ho-qr later Charlie and the cowboys went over to the
·
·
fair grounds.
There was not quite ·s uch a big crowd there as there had
been on the opening day, showing that they were waiting
until afternoon.
Charlie paid Wild's fee and also entered himself and Jim
in a couple of the other contests.
He gave it out just as Wild told him 1 to, and he had the
satisfaction of seeing that one of the rascally broncho busters
was near enough to hear what he said.
They had left their horses at the camp, so they started to
walk around the grounds a bit.
It was quite natural that they should go to the egg man's
stand before they came out. ·
There was the darky dodging the eggs the same as though
nothing had happened to him, and his boss was .urging the
cowboys and other men who came along to try their luck.
But Hopper put on a bold front, and just as though he
had never seen them · before, tried to induce them to take a
chance in the game he was running.
The scout was just in the humor to have some fun with
the s~oun?red, S? he bought an egg and let it go at him,
breaking it on his shirt front.
Instead of this starting a row, Hopper forced a laugh and
wanted to sell him lnore eggs, so, becoming disg-usted, the
scout suggested that they go somewhere else and have some
fun.
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CHAPT ER XII.
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"I reckon I ain't no cur!" exclaimed the fakir, warming
But let us. see what was taking place at the stand of the
t!p. "You jest--"
egg man while all this was going on.
But he saw the broncho buster's hand sliding' for his reAfter the departure of the broncho busters Hopper had
volver, and he checked himself and pulled his own shooter.
begun questioning Gustus, the darky.
·
"Stop that, Jake!" he exclaimed. "You an' me is friends,
:1:fe had ' managed to tangle him up so that he almost adan' I don't want ter drop yer."
mitted that he had set Young Wild West free instead of
Jake saw that he was covered, so he let go the shooter.
trying to ki!J him.
'
"All right, Hopper," he said, meekly. "I s'pose it's all
The fakir began to grow very mad.
.
righ~ I hadn't oughter called you a cur, an' you hadn't"You black hound!" he · cried. "What did you let him go
oughter hit me. I wasn't lookin' fur ter be hit with your for?"
fist; I thought you'd pull your gun, an' if you had I'd have
"Do~'t tal_k that way, b<!ss," cautioned the darky, his eyes
had ther drop on yer!"
gleaming with a strange hght. .
,
"Well, is it goin' ter be friends or not?"
Hopper made a grab for him and got his fingera on the
negro's throat.
"Friends, Hopper."
'~ow tell me just what you done to Young Wild West!"
They shook hands.
I
Then Buster called his men and they rode over to where he hissed.
·
•
Young Wild West and his partners sat on their horses.
"I done-let--him go!" gasped the black fellow.
Near them were the mine owner and his charming daugh"You did, eh? We!J, take that!" and he struck him a blow
in the face.
ter.
A desperate resolve came into the head of the villainous
Back went the darky against the egg-smeared canvas.
broncho buster just then.
But be quickly caught his balance and his hand dove in
"Boys," sai(JJ' he, "we may as well leave ther town, I his pocket.
Hopper must have divined his intention, for he seized his
reckon."
revolver and pulled it from his belt just as he saw an open
"That's what!" exclaimed the fellow called Clipper.
"Yer heard what I said about Jarvey's darter yisterday?" razor in the black's hand.
Hopper fi:i;ed point-blank at him.
"Yes."
Gustus was hit J:.>y the bullet, but he only staggered.
"Well, I ain't goin' ter try ter make her my wife, but I
Then he sprang upon the villain, slashing the razor right
am goin' ter kiss her afore I leave town!"
A couple of minutes later Young Wild West and· Johnny and left like a mad man.
Hopper fired· again.
Pay came along at the head of their men.
Then both went to the ground.
Almost at their side rode Jarvey and his daughter.
It was at this juncture that Young Wild West and his
"N0w, boys," whispered Buster Jake, "when I fire we're
friends came galloping to the scene, followed by others from
goin' off like a streak of greased lightnin' !"
all parts of the grounds.
Buster Jake had planned it very nicely.
The negro and his employer were lying motionless on the
He had his hand on the butt of his revolver as Marie Jar,
vey rode up, and he meant to throw his left arm around her ground.
'
Wild saw a pool of blood and turned to Jim with. these
neck and kiss her, and then fire at Young Wild West at
short range.
words:
"I guess they won't try to kill any one again."
But he forgot that Young Wild West might nptice that
When to some of thEi, officials who had gathered about the
he had hots hand on his shooter and think that some,hing was
spot Wild told briefly ~hat the villains had done to him the
wrong.
The girl rode within easy reach of the villain and out night before.
"It don't seem possible that such :rhen kin liye!" a miner
went his arm.
·
'
declared. "Shootin' an enemy in a square fight is all right,
Wild saw the movement and fired.
Our hero shot him on the forefinger as neatly as you please but when it comes ter catchin' a feller an' tyin' him so .he
can't help himself an' then l~vin' a nigger ter cut him up
and the weapon fell to the ground.
with a razor-ugh! It makes my blood run cold!"
.
Crack!
Young Wild West rode out a little later with his partners
One of the other broncho busters took the chance of firing
.
a shot at Wild and the bullet came dangerously close to his and the cowboys,
As they were passing the Globe Hotel a man came out and
head.
took
off
his
hat
to them.
Crack!
It was Buck Bolan.
A third shot rang out before the echoes of the second
"Hooray fur Young Wild West, boys!" he called out in a
one had died awa:y, and down went the broncho buster.
·
Cheyenne Charlie had dropped the man who tried to drop foghorn voice.
It is hardly necessary that the cheers were given.
Wild!
Wild acknowledged the salute and then held up the silver
Buster Jake now became as desperate as a cornered wildspurs for them to see.
cat.
,
"That's all right," said Bolan: "You won 'em! You're
He grabbed his bowie knife and urged his horse toward
ther Prince of ther Saddle, an' ther Champion Deadshot of
our hero.
At the same mon~ent !he young lady's horse backed' sud- ther West! Any one as says you ain't is a cross-eyed liar
from Liarville!"
denly and she ·was right m the path iof a descending knife.
There was a big time in Fairplay that night.
'
Crack!
The next day the fair opened as usual.
Cheyenne Charlie fired again and Buster Jake reeled and
That afternoon Jarvey appeared with his daughter in a
fell from the saddle.
"'l:hat's ther !~st o~ that measly coyote!" he exclaimed, brand-new fancy carriage that had just arrived from Denver
Jookmg about him with a dangerous glitter in his eyes that day.
After he had driven around the track once J arvey came
"Ther rest of you galoots had better light out or ther under~
over to our hero and said:
tl.:tker will have more than he kin attend to."
"I want you to drive the team around once at a good clip·
Clipper did not hear the .remark.
will you do it?"
·
'
He was already on the way from the spot at a gallop
"Certainly."
.
The three who remained of the six followed him giad of
"I
_am
going
to
ride
with
you!"
exclaimed
Marie, clapping
the chance offered to them by the scout.
'
·
Jarvey, the mine owner, had remained seated in his sad- her hands.
dle as though he had been suddenly turned into stone.
"All right," he answered, with a laugh. "I guess my girl
won't be offended when I tell her about it."
"It is all right, Mr. Harvey," said Wild calmly. ·
Wild drove around · the track in record-breaking time and
That brought him to his senses.
'
,
".Oh! thank you, Young Wild West!" he exclaimed "Wab received great applause.
Our friends remained in Fair Play until the fair was over
that scoundrel going to kill my daughter?"
·
'
"~o, hardly that, I think. He might have killed her by having lots of fun, but no more thrilling adventures.
Then they set out for home, reaching it in due time.
accident, though. He meant to kill me. Charlie dropped
him, so it's all right."
.
· Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD WEST
Thei: our hero tipped his hat as the daughter moved AMONG THE BLACKFEET; OR, ARI~TTA AS A SORa.longside her father and turned back into the grounds.
9ERESS.•
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HELP ~{OUR COUNTRY!'

.

THE FOOD PLEDG E.
A San Francis co woman signed the food pledge;·
but with one reserv ation-s he didn't see any necessity for cooking withou t butter.
A Chicag o man signed the food pledge -but could
not unders tand why he was asked to save sugar.
The food pledge is making its way very rapidly
with the whole Americ an people, but the terrible
world emerge ncy behind it has not yet come home
to all of us. Living in a land which now has the
largest remain ing stock of food in the world, we
are a little slow to realize that this stock cannot
possibl y be our own to use as we see fit, b~t must
be divided with countri es where famine is a constant hauntin g specter . We . live in the midst of
plenty this year. But famine is just across the
seas, and next year, or two x_ears from now, it may
be in our own land unless we can realize the full
signific ance of food saving to-day and adjust our
habits to provide for to-morr ow.
Every provisi on of the food pledge, from wheat
' to soap fats, has been careful ly though t 011t after
detailed study of the world's supply of food to-day
and its probab le supplie s for several years to come.
Butter must be conserv ed because the world's
stock of edible fats is rapidly diminis hing and an
increas ed produc tion can'nof be secured except by
organiz ed effort in the dairy and allied industr ies
extend ing over several years.
Sugar must be conserv ed because there is a serious, immed iate shortag e.
Every availab le medium for keeping the food
pledge before every man, woman and child in the
United States must be used during the whole period
of the war and even for a conside rable p~riod afterwards. For this problem of saving food is a responsib ility put upon every one every day. To the
individ ual at the breakfa st or dinner table it may
seem one of the lesser duties of war. But in the
mass it is one of our greates t and most immed iate
duties. Every publica tion and every person that
aids in the daily wo_rk of remind ing the Americ an
people of this duty rende s a true patriot ic service .
.

MAGA ZINES FOR SOLDI ERS.
Scout Runsdo rf, of Troop 88, writes from Edgemere, L. I., where he is taking a few days vacatio n,
after fifteen weeks farm work, that he has had
great success in securin g magazi nes for soldiers ,
accordi ng to the plan outline d by the United States
Post-office Depart ment.
Any one who has a magazi ne should place a onecent stamp ·on the corner and give it to any postal

I

employee. The post-office will then send the magazine to a ·soldier or sailor in our forces abroad .
Scouts who are looking around for someth ing useW. B. HOLCO MBE
ful to do, please take notice.
Scout Execut ive.
"~CON OMY SERVI CE" BY THE GROCE R.
An econom y bureau is suggest ed as a part of thE
grocery store's service . The work of such a bureau
would be to help housew ives buy food to the bes1
advanta ge. Inform ation in typewr itten or printec
form would ihow nutritiv e value of foods with emphasis upon those reasona ble in price. Ample informati on upon food topics can be obtaine d fron:
the Depart ment of Agricu lture, Washin gton, D. C ..
and special sales, window tjjsplays, and oth.i· store
attracti ons may be organiz ed upon food-economy
ideas.
NOVEL USE OF THE FOOD PLEDG E.
The Mining and Scientif ic Press, of San Francisco, publish es the United States Food Adminf atration pledge card in its adverti sing pages, and call~
attentio n to it editoria lly. Reader s are asked tc
sign the pledge, cut it out, and send it to the editor, who will then forwar d them to the Food Administr ation as a practic al proof that the men of
the mining industr y are suppor ting it wholehearted ly.
THE "BUY A CALF" MOVE MENT .
The hotel men of the country have started a-"buy
a calf" campai gn. Thousa nds of calves which farmers cannot afford to raise are ordinar ily slaughtered for veal. The hotel men · intend to buy these
calves at live-sto ck centers , take them in batches of
10, 25, 50, 100 or more, each accordi ng to his own
facilitie s, and arrange to have them raised on farms.
Where one farmer may not be able to raise two or
three calves properl y, the case is differen t if he
can have ten or more and be assured that no lo:,;s
will come to him. The hotel men will meet any
losses and also pay farmer s a percent age-~£ the
money receive d for the animal s when slauglH ered.
This movem ent is designe d to relief the shortag e of
meat animal s which iooms up two years frbm now,
and the hotel industr y has already obligat ed itself
to buy and keep 15,000 calves. The first calf was
bough·t recentl y by· George R. Benton , a hotel' manager in ~avann ah, and shipped to John McE. Bowman, of the Biltmo re · Hotel, New York. Mr. Bowman is the hotel expert of the United States Food
Admin istratio n.
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STARTING-· AT THE . BOTTOM
-OR-

TH£ BOY WHO WON OUT
By DICK ELLISON
(A SERIAL STORY)
soon forced Joe down on his face on the ground
CHAPTER XIX.
and pulled his wrists together behind his back.
JOE REFUSES TO ACCEPT THE BURGLAR'S
"Don't you utter a yawp !" he said in a threatenPROPOSITION.
ing voice; "if you do, I'll thump you on t~e head
He was very angry, and as was only natural for with the butt of a revolver so hard you won t know
him laid the blame for his discharge on the shoul- anything for a while!" Then to his companion, he
.
ders' of some, one other than himself.
went on:
· He declared to himself that Joe Barton was to
"Co~e along with the rope, Bill!"
blame.
"
The other approached, his form being just faintly
"If he had never come to the dress goods depart- visible in the darkness, and in a few moments Joe's
ment, I would not have been discharged," he thoug-ht. wrists were bound.
"He is •such a fool that he pulls down all the goods
Then the two jerked the youth to his feet and
off the shelves for every old granny that comes along, conducted bm down the alley
about half-way to the
and just because I won't do it, I am giveri the G. B. next street. Here they entered
the rear of a buildAll right! I'll remember you, Joe Barton-and I'll
ing.
.
There
was
no
light
in
the
room,. but the two
get square with you, too!"
·
seemed to be thoroughly familiar with the lay of
Of course Joe did not suspect that Guy blamed the land,
him for his dismissal. He wa·s in no way to blame, a flight so t0 speak, and they conducted Joe down
of steps into what was evidently a cellar.
and so could not suspect.
Then one lighted an old kerosene lamp which stood
He spoke consolingly to Guy, and said he was
sorry that he had lost his place, but Johes snarled o~ the head of a l;Jarrel, and Joe saw that they were
in a room about twelve feet square. There was no
out something, inarticulately, and walked away.
window in the room, and it looked more like a cell
It was now late fall, and the days· were short, than aught else
that the youth could think of. There
and it was dark when the store closed. Joe always
was a rude cot at one side, and the barrel, which
walked home, and there was one point where he was
used
saved some little distance by cutting through a furniture as a stand, and a stool. This was all the
there was.
dark, lonely street that extended across two blocks.
They
pointed
to the stool, and one said:
The street was poorly lighted; there being only
"Sit down."
the single street-lamp at the corner, and when he
Joe did so.
was about half-way throu g·h, he heard quick footOne of the men closed the door apd put up a bar.
steps in the mouth of an alley. and the next moment
Then
the two faced him and looked at him keenly
some one leaped upon his back and bore him strugand searchingly.
.
gling to the ground.
'
·
Joe returned the_ scrutiny with inte:rest, and he
Joe fought hard, for he did not know what might
had to admit that he did not like the looks of the
happen to him if the assailant overcame him.
Of course the chances were that robbery was the pair. If ever faces proclaimed their owners to be
only motive the villain had in attacking him, but villains, these two faces did.
Presently one of the villains spoke.
there could be little doubt that he would not · hesi"You work in the store of Wright & Winner, I ·
tate at murder.
believe?"
·
Suddenly a voice said:
"Want any help, Mack?"
.
Joe nodded.
"In a minute," replied Joe's assailant. "As soon
"Yes," he said.
as I get him quieted down you bind his arms."
"Exactly. Well, we have captured you for a purSo there were two of them!
.
pose, and now I am going to tell you what that purJ oe'·s heart sank.
pose is."
He felt that it would be impossible for him to
He paused and Joe said:
get away from the pair, but he kept on struggling,
"Go ahead."
just the same.
"\Ve are very desirous of entering that store some
't'he man was a powerful fello•,v, however, and dark night and helping ourselves to anything lying
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around loo::,e that we take a fancy to-you under- sible for him to do so now, for he was no longer
stand?"
working there.
"I think so. You are burglars."
The other burglar knitted ·his brows and looked
"You have hit the nail smack on the head the at his companion.
first lick. We are burglars and we want to enter
"By Jove, I believe you are right," he said; "the
the store of Wright & Winner, and--we want you young fellow's name was Guy Jones."
to help us to get in."
"That's it!" from the other. "That was the
Joe shook his head and his teeth came together name." .
·with a click.
The spokesman turned to Joe.
"You will have to keep on wanting," he said,
"Do you know a young fellow in the store named
decidedly.
,
Guy Jones?" he asked.
'
"You refuse to help us, eh?" in a hard voice.
"Yes," said Joe, "I know him."
"Yes!"
•
"Ah! And what is ·your opinion of him? Is he
"Don't be in a hurry to decide, young man. By approachable? Or is he possessed of conscientious
the way, what is your name?"
scruples like your own?"
"Joe Barton."
"I would not like to say," replied Joe. "My judg"Well, Joe, there is no need of haste in making ment of him might not be correct, and I am not
a decision. There are things to think about in the one to judge, anyway. But it doesn't matter
connection with this affair, and you had better wait whether he would be approachable or not."
till you hear all there is to be said before making
"Why doesn't it?"
up your mind."
·
"Because he is no longer employed in the store."
Joe shook his head.
"Is that so?"
/
- "There is .no need of waiting," he declared. "I
"Yes; he got his discharge this evening."
have long since made up my mind to always be
The two burglars exchanged glances of disapstrictly and thoroughly honest and honorable in pointment.
all things, and I will never help you in any ' such
"Blast the luck!" exclaimed the one who had done
work as you are figuring on doing."
most of the talking; "we have waited too long."
"How much money do you get for working in
"That's what we have," from the other.
the store?"
But the other turned toward Joe and said fiercely:
"Ten' dollars a week."
"You've got to do what we want you to do, young
"Humph! That is nothing. Now, if you will go man!"
in with us, and help us to get into the store, we
Joe shook his head.
will agree to give you one-fourth of all the plunder
"I won't do it!" he declared.
we secure; and we ought to get ten thousand dol"You have got to do it or die! We are not k
Jars in money, diamonds and je"Yelry."
·
be trifled with, I tell you!"
Joe shook his· head.
Joe eyed the speaker searchingly. '
"I wouldn't help you for ten hundred thousand
"You wouldn't dare _put me to death," he then
dollars," he said. .
.1
said, confidently.
The men uttered exclamations of rage and disThe burglar laughed harshly.
gust.
"Oh, wouldn't we?" he said, sneeringly. "Well,
"You're a fool!" growled the spokesman.
you just wait, and you'll see whether we dare do
"I don't think so."
such a thing or not! I'd have you to know that
"Well, I do. But say, Bill, we were misinformed we are not the kind that permit ourselves to be
regarding this youngster, eh? We were told that he balked. We have decided that you are to help us
could be bought."
enter the ·store of Wright & Winner, and you are
The other did not reply right away, but looked going to do it!"
thoughtfully at Joe for I a few moments, then he
"See here," said j oe, "what is to hinder me from
said :
agreeing to do what you ask, and then inform my
"I'm inclined to think that we have made a mis- employers and have the police on hand to capture
take."
you when you put in an appearance at the store?".
"Eh? What do you mean?"
"I'll tell you why you wouldn't do that, my boy:
"I don't believe that this is the young fellow we Because you would not dare. It' would mean death
thought we were getting hold of."
for you-certainly and absolutely! We are mem"Y ou don't?"
bers of a large band of burglars, and if you should
"No; unless I am mistaken, his front name was play us false and we should b's...captured, some of
Guy, not Joe."
our comrades would attend to your case in less than
Joe · started, and the thought came to him that a week."
they had reference to Guy Jones.
.
"Well," said Joe, "I refuse absolutely to help you."
"I wonder if he would have accepted their offer
The burglar glared angrily.
and help them to enter•the store?" Joe asked him"Yon had bettei· not decide too hastily," he
self.
.
1 growled.
It was possible to say. But it would be_ impos(To be continued.)
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CURRENT NEWS·
¢hen an inheritance ta~ report was fixed in the
estate o1 the late G. Brichetto, it was shown that
he came to California with a capital of $40 and in
forty years accumulated an estate of $333,219.35.
Brichetto arrived in California from Italy and opened a small store at Banta, in the southwestern part
of the county. The ,business prospered and Brichetto invested in lands, in time accumulating a large
.. holding of valuable West ~ide grain land.
In a desperate fight with a mad cougar, with his
bare hands as fris only weapons, J. Donovan of Bend,
Ore., was the victor, according to his story as he
was undergoing the Pasteur treatment at a doctor's
office at Portland, Ore. Donovan says he was working in a stony field on his ranch, when the beast
sprang upon him from behind a rock where it had
lurked. With its 100 pounds weight it bore Donovan to the ground. He managed to get a firm grip
on the animal's throat, and although scratched and
bitten he slowly choked the breath from the beast.
Ice can be found the year around in a cave at
Bixby's Park near Edgewood, one of the beauty
spots of Northeastern Iowa. On the hottest day
of summer ice can be chopped from the sides of
the cave with a pick which is kept there for that
purpose. Bear Creek races and splashes· through
· the ·park between steep, heavily timbered hillsides,
300 feet high. The canyon is several yards wide
and two Ii1iles long. The creek has native trout in
it. The park has been maintained as -a public t·ecreation cent<:)r by its owner, R. J . .Bixby, for nearly
twenty years.

boat was brought to quiet water, where launching
was accomplished with entire safety. The transfer
was made by jacking the barge up and moving it
on rollers along an especially constructed track. To
provide a level path, deep cuts had to be made in
places.
In England many of the ·large manufacturing
establishments employing numerous hands rpake
use of electric sirens for warning employees '.in
the event of air raids. The sirens are designed for
use in connection with interior calling or alarm
systems and to supersede bells, gongs and other
signaling methods. They are capable of operation
on regular lighting circuits, and require little amper;1s-e. These sirens are instantly responsive to
eithet button or self-operating mechanism, and may .
be wired in series or parallel as desired. Code
signaling can be readily obtained with these horns,
which, owing to their distinctive tone, cotnmand
instant attention.

Through the examination of men to obtain Shelby
County's quota for the First National Army, Dr.
William W. Tindall and Dr. F. E. Bass, the examiners, believe they have found a model h-usband. A
ypung man from Jackson Township, Shelbyville,
Ind., was unable to pass the physical examination,
being under weight. . Then he volunteered the information that he had never tasted beer or whisky
or a,ny other intoxicant, that he had never uttered
a "cuss' word in his life, that he had never played
with cards or dice, and that he would rather be at
home every night with his wife than any . other
1
The American Bible Society is to present to the place that he knew. The examiners have marked a
National War Work Council of the Young Men's red cross opposite his name, so that he may be
Christian Association 1.000,000 khaki pocket Testa- looked up in the future.
ments for American· soldiers and sailors; according
to an announcement made by James Wood, president of the society. The first delivery of 100,000
It was announced 1~ece:Jtly that f9otball is to be
Testaments will be made early in October, and from .resumed at West ·Point, permission to compete with,
then on a similar number will be delivered each college teams having been granted by the War Demonth until the order is complete. Since May 1 partment. The annual Army-Navy game will not
last, 400,000 ~opies of parts of the Scriptures have be played, however. Capt. J.E. McMahon, the footbeen printed and distributed among soldiers and ball representative in the Army Athletic Council,
;ailors by the Bible Society, independently of the has taken up the work of making a schedule of
f. M. C. A.
games for the fall season. No effort is to be made
to secure the detail of the Military Academy of an
· Following; the beaching of a barge weighing 1,200 army officer to act as coach of the football squad,
tons, during a storm on the Pacific coast, a few . the presence of Capt. Geoffery Keyes, who played
weeks ago, that vessel was given an overland trip halfback ·o n the 1911 and 1912 teams, providing
of half a mile in preference of putting it back into such a leader who is familiar with the game both
the water where it had grounded, the fear being as a player and a coach. • Captain Keyes assisted
that the brea1rnrs might dash it to pieces, says Captains Daly and Graves in training the army footPopular Mechanics. By making the land journey the ball squad in 1916.
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OR

UNDER SEALED ORDERS
By "PAWNEE JACK"
(A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTER XI (Continued).
. The firing brought him to, however, and knowing
that unless. he g9t away from there in a hurry, he
would be hit, he scrambled to his feet and limped
away as rapidly as possible. His whole body was
racked with pains, but he gritted his teeth and
kept on.
He soon saw that he was in a deep gulch which
was filled with trees, underbrush and huge boulders;
it was about a quarter of a mile in width. , ,
Charlie moved down the gulch-for it slop~<\ toward the east.
,,
He knew not where it might lead him; at present
his only thought was to get away from the vicinity
of the outlaws who were trying to take his life.
On he moved, and gradually the yells of the angry
ruffians became fainter a~d fainter.
At last he could not hear them at all.
He had been going swiftly, and had plunged
through 'the bushes recklessly, with the result that
his face and clothing were scratched and torn; but
now he slackened his speed to a walk and a little
later he came to a full stop.
He list ~ned intently, but heard no sound.
He was panting, almost exhausted, and he dropped
on a boulder and rested a few minutes.
Then he· rose and began tugging at his bonds in
an attempt to get his wrists free.
He found this an impossible task; · he could not
succeed.
He gave up presently, and murmured:
.
"I'll have to leave them tied till I can find some
one who wi1l free them for me."
He moved on down the gulch, which descend~d
grdually. This suited Charlie, who knew he was
on the eastern· slope of the Riffian Mountains, and
he was eager to get to the level at the foot of the
nAluntains.
'
Half an hour later he emerged from the end of
the gulch and found himself in a rough, broken region, which became a more and more abrupt descent
the ·farther he went. ,
He felt the n~ed of his hands now, but could not
have their help, so he made the best of .the situation and we.nt slowly and carefully onward.
Presently he came to a huge crevice which seemed
to have been made by an earthquake. or some such

'\

convulsion of Nature. It was at least forty feet
wide, two hundred feet deep, and extended to the
right and to the left as far as Charlie could see.
Not far from where Cha,rlie stood, a long, slender
tree had fallen across the crevice. It extended from
side to side, making a primitive bridge, but the
question with Charlie .was, could he walk across on
the tree with his hands tied?
The tree was about a foot in diameter, and Charlie decided that he could walk it safely. He decided
to make the attempt, anyway. If he could cross
here, it would probably save him a walk of several
miles -to the right or left, and this would be a considerable saving, as all that walking to the right or
left would be labor for nothing.
Having made up his mind, Charlie did not 'hesitate, but began the work at once.
He stepped out onto the tree-trunk and 'began
walking slowly and careful\¥ across.
.
He kept his eyes down at his feet, of course, as·
he had to place his . feet very carefully. He was
perhaps half-way across when he heard a slight
noise in front of him, and lifting his eyes, he saw •
confronting him on the log a huge leopard.
The animal was about ten feet from him, and
was crouching nearly to the tree-trunk, its fierce
yellow eyes fixed on Charlie.
The youth stopped stock still, and stood there,
temporarily paralyzed, and stared at the animal
1
with starting eyes.
Would the leopard spring upon him?
Charlie wondered if it would. If it did so, it
would :mean death for both, for they would fall
to the bottom of the crevice, two hundred feet below, and this fall could not be otherwise than fatal.
But perhaps the leopard's instinct would ·warn .it
against, making the. leap while they were on the
tree-trunk.
Charlie hoped this would be the case, but even
so, the chances were against his escaping with his
life, for he could not hope to retrace his st eps backward and reach the -solid ground in safet y. And
even then he would not be safe, for the leopard
would follow him and leap ·upon him the f10ment
he was on the solid ground.
No, the only chance was that he might be able
to frighten the leopard sufficiently to cause it to
fall off the tree-trunk. This was almost hopeless,

J
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but it was better than nothing, and so Charlie
stamped his foot on the tree and called out loudly,
,
"Shoo! ·Shoo!"
The leopar d simply crouched lower and growled
in a menacing fashion.
· He did not seem to be disposed to give any ground.
·
Charlie tried it again:
"Shoo! Shoo!"
Still the animal ,held its place. It growled threateningly, and showed its teeth.
A cold sweat broke out on Charlie's forehead. He
felt that he was in the most imminent danger.
"It's no use; I can't scare him back," was his
c;1-10ught.
Then what should he do? What could he do?
He felt dizzy, and for a few seconds he thought
that he was going to lose his balance and fall off
the tree-trunk. Then, by a terrible effort, he
managed to overfome the feeling, and kept his
balance . .
He was on a terrible strain, however. He felt
that he could not endure this suspense much longer.
Slowly he was becoming impressed with the belief that there was no escape for him-that he was
doomed!
The leopard growled threateningly.
Just then the sharp whip-like crack of a rif,le-shot
rang out, and with a wild scream of agony the
leopard tumbled off the tree-trunk and went whirlin~ ·end over end down toward the bottom of the
crevice.
Charlie stood there, paralyzed with amazement.
Then .a sudden dizzy /eeling assailed him, and he
realized that he was in danger of following the
stricken animal.
He felt that he could not make his way slowly
along .the tree-trunk; he would be unable to see in
• a few moments, and would surely fall off. His only
chance lay in making a dash for it. ·
·
This he did.
Along the tree-trunk he fairly ran. Ho'w he did
it he could not say, but he reached the other side
in safety; but so great had been the strain that
he had undergone in the last few minutes that he
fell forward upon -h is face, UI]-Conscious.
He had fainted.

CHAPTER XII.
CHARLIE; REACHES FEZ.

When Charlie regained consciousness, he found

an old, gray-bearded man., dressed much after the

fashion of the Riffian outlaws, standing looking
down _a t him, his hands clasped over the muzzle of
·
a longf.>arreled rifle.
Charlie stared at the old man blankly a few moments, and then rose to a sitting posture. · Then
he found that his hands were free, and an exclamation of satisfaction escaped his lips.
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. "I remember now!" he cried. "I was on the tree
yonder and a leopard came very near getting me!
You shot it?"
The old man nodded.
"I shot eet," he assented.
Charlie rose to his feet and stretched himself.
"I must have fainted," he murmured. "I would
never have thought that anything could cause me
to do that. But that was a terrible situation that
I was in-ugh!"
"Young man pretty near lose his life," nodded
the old man.
"You are right. And but for you I should have
lost it, sure. I thank you,· sir, for saving my life,"
and Charlie extended his hand.
The old man grasped the youth's hand and shook
it, while regarding the young fellow gravely.
"Who tied your hands?" he asked, after the hand·
shake.
Charlie gave him a quick, searching glance. He
was asking himself whether ·or not it would be wise
to tell this old man the truth. He decided, after
a moment, to tell a part of the truth, at least.
"Some outlaws did it," he said.
The old man nodded.
"Likely it ~aisuli's band," he said.
Charlie's face lighted i1p. Then this fellow was
not a member of the great outlaw chief's band, so
it would do no harm to tell him the truth.
"Yes," he said, "it was Raisuli's band."
"I thought so."
Then he asked Charlie a number of questions, and
the youth described the rendezvous of the robbers
to the best of his ability.
The old m::m nodded his head frequently, and
when he had heard all, he said:
"I know the place."
They talked a few minutes longer about Raisuli,
""
and then Charlie asked:
,
"How far is it to Fez?"
"Seventy-five miles," was the reply.
"Is it hard going most of the way?"
"Pretty hard. You want to go to Fez?"
"Yes; I was bound for Fez when I was thrown
overboard from the ship. But I'm afraid that I
can't find my way. Will you guide me?"
"Listen," said the old man; "every five miles between here and Fez is a man. I take you to the
first one; he take you to the second, he to the third,
and so ·on, and thus you be guided to Fez."
"That will be fine! ' Thank you, Mr.--"
"My name Ben Aden."
"Thank you :£or your kindness, Ben Aden. If
ever I get the chance, I will repay you, you may
be sure."
"No matter," with a kindly smile. '.'You welcome."
Then they set out down the mountain.
The old man led the way, Charlie following
closely.
(To be continued.)
I
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NEWS OF THE DAY
WHALE MEAT SERVED.
"Whale meat a la Creole'· is the new offerini
on the Palace Hot~l menu, San Francisco, Cal. This
is the first time that whale meat has been served
there. The portions w~re .large and juicy, delightfully seasoned, and cost 75 cents each. The new
food has come to stay, according to the hotel ex.:.
perts. It is a war-time food resource of the United
States that has.been overlooked. Many tried it ·and
proriounced it good. The whale meat is supplied by
a sea products company, which has bought property at Moss Landing and will establish a packing
house there. The meat resembles beef in appearance, texture and flavor. There is no fishy taste
about it.
BUSY MAKING SILVER COINS.
Minting silver coins is proceeding at every mint
in the country at from nve to eight times the volume of past years, according to announcement by
Di1~ector Baker of the mint, who has returned to
Washington from an inspection tour of the 1nints
in the West.
The chief demand is for quarters and dimes.
Forces at several of the mints probably will be·
augmented soon and may go on longer hours to
meet the demand.
Coinage of gold has been discontinued temporarily in order to permit the mints to devote all their
energies to coining silver.
INDIANS IN AUTOS.
When Longfellow wrote of Hiawatha and his long
journeys afoot into the land of other tribesmen,
the poet never dreamed that 1some day, and not so
many years hence, his Indidn brothers would be
traveling by automobile.
The big powwow celebrating the harvest, or green
corn dance, of the Meskwakis, near Tama, Iowa, is
over, and in attendal}Ce at the celebration were several automobile loads of Nebraska and Oklahoma
Indians, who, many years ago, were part of the Iowa
Sac and Fox tribe, from which the Meskwakis
sprang.
The Indians drove good cars, and left over the
.Lacrosse, Tama and Kansas City trail for Lacrosse,
where they will visit friends among the Wisconsin
,,
'
tribes.
TRAGEDY ON SHORE OF THE ARCTIC OCEAN
Sinnisiak, one of two Eskimos from . the Bloody
Falls country, on trial at Edmonton, Alta, Can., for
the murder of Father Rouviere and Father Lerous,
has confessed to the crime.
Sinnisiak told how he and Lluksuk, the other defendant, were engaged by Father Lerous to draw

his sleigh through the Co1n>er Mine River disfrict,
how durmg a terrific storm they quarreled, and how ,
he (Sinnisiak) becoming frightened, ·slipped a knife
between the priest's shoulders.
Father Rouviere fled; but made slow progress
th.rough the drifts and soon was shot down by the
Eskimos, who, with ax and knife cut up the twc
bodies, eating the livers, according to the confession.
The Eskimos were returned for trial recently
after a two years' search by a little group of Roya:
Northwest Mounted Police over a 3,000-mile trail
through the wildest of the North · country.
POTATOES AND -TOMATOES ON SAME VINE.
Joseph M. Stephen:::on, Secretary of the Agriculture Preparedness League of this country, which
has been encouraging the farmers near Scranton,
Pa., to plant increased acreage this year owing to
the war, has succeeded in' growing tomatoes and
potatoes on the same vine ..
Early in the ~pring Mr. Stephenson took five
healthy tomato plants and a like n umber of pbtato
plants and grafted them. The hybrid plants thri¥ed,
and to date thirty fine large ;ripe tomatoes have been
picked from one of the plants, while investigation
of the root of the same plant revealed a cluster of
fine potatoes.
Next season Mr. Stephenson declares that he will
have plants for sale, to all that care to try them,
arguing that double crops on the same ground are
better than a rotation of crops.
DOG COMMITS SUICIDE.
The wonderful extent of the mother love of a
dog was shown in a · striking manner by Fannie, a
Yorkshire terrier, the mascot of the steamship Navajo, a Standard Oil tanker, abandoned afire at sea
·
recently.
Fannie was the mother of six cute little puppies.
Her devotion to her family had been commented
upon by the officers and crew of the Navajo. They
said they n~ver had witnessed so ,m uch motherly
care bestowed by a dog. When the vessel blazed
up and the li'feboats were· being lowered Fannie was
seeri running about carrying two of the puppies between her teeth. She fina lly put them down in what
she must have considered a place of safety and ran
to bring her other puppies there.
By the time she· arrived with the second consignment she found the fire approaching d::.ngerously
near her loved ones. When she discovered the fire
drawing nearer and nearer, in a rapidly decreasing
circle, she appeared to become crazed with anguish
and excitement. Howling piteously, she licked the
I face of each of the puppies and then leaped into
,
I the sea.
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Louie G. Wilson, Morning Sun, Iowa, has been
granted a patent on a one-wheeled motorcycle or
autoinonocycle, as it is c1;J,lled. His patent claims
cover "in a monocycle, a- supporting wheel, an axle,
a frame mounted on said axle, and steering means
including a gyroscope casing adapted to support a
gyroscope therein for rotation in a vertical plane
with the axis of rotation extended at right angles
to the normal direction of travel of the monocycle,
a pair of arms pivoted at opposite sides of the frame
for indepen?ent oscillation in a vertical plane, and
for supportmg between their terminals the casing
and levers formed on said arms, whereby to tilt
the casing, whereby the supporting wheel may be
rotated about a vertical axis, in one direction or
the other, to change the direction of travel of the
monocycle." ·

..

--- ..

Grins and Chuckles

"The clam chowder is very fine to-day sir " sugthe waiter. "I had some of that ;est~rday "
ge~ted
One hundred women to take charge of the canthe
guest, "and I didn't think much of it,"
said
teens and rest stations along the routes to be trav"You'll
find
it better to-day, sir. They've put a~eled by American soldiers in going to and from the
other clam in."
trenches in France ha,,ve been selected by the
Woman's Bureau of the American Red Cross. The
women will serve without pay and bear their own . "~ don't kno~ w~at to_ do with · that boy of mine.
~e 1s forever chmbmg high trees, jumping on movex12enses.
mg trolley cars or risking his life in some other fool
"Don't worry about him. He's a natural born
.way."
The Q uartermaster Corps, U . S, . A ., wants for the movie actor"
enlisted reserve for the National Army 1,000 men,
·
who are familiar with the handling of horses. They
"~ould yo~, mind_ t~lling me," asked the visiting
are to be sentto the remount stations and the supply
depots. The_men who are taken into this service Englishman, why it 1s that you call Ainerica the
will serve for the period of the war only and will land of the free?" "I can't say for sure," replied
have no obligation to pass into the Reserve when the American, "but I think it is because we have
such clever criminal lawyers that it is almost imthe war is over.
possible to send anybody to jail."
The time limit of six months for the starvation
of Great Britain, boastingly made by representatives -of the German government, has long since
passed, and Great Britain shows no distress over the
food situation. On the contrary, Premier Lloyd
G-eorge recently stated that the food situation was
tiow better than it has been in many years. "The
stock of wheat on hand is now 16,000,000 bushels
above .that of last year," l he premier told the House
of Commons recently.

"Johnny," said his mother ·s everely, "it wasn't
nice of you to ask Mrs. Pellican her age, especially
after she made you such a nice Chr istmas gift. It
made her very angry." "Why did it, mamma ?"
asked Johnny. "She asked me first, and I didn't
get made about it."
•

"Get down out of that tree!" General Per shing
ordered a Yankee trooper whom he saw up in a
persimmon tree. "Those green persimmons aren't
fit
for food!" "I'm not using them for food " reThe big battleplane recently constructed for the
plied
the private. "I'm eating them to dra~ my
British Admiralty by Mr. Handley Page, while not
stomach
up to fit my rations."
· as large as the huge 1,200 horsepower Curtiss triplane delivered to the Admiralty, is still of good
De Wolf Hopper was once a witness in a suit for
size. It has a span of about 98 feet, a length of 65
foet, and a height of 20 feet. Seats are provided slander. Tl}e opposing counsel in the courtroom
for 'five people, and mountings are available for said: "You are an actor, I believe?'' "Yes," rethree Lewis guns. The craft is propelled by two plied Hopper. '" Is not that.a low calling?" · "I don't
12-cylinder Rolls-Royce motors of 280 horsepower. know, but at any rate it's so much better than my
During a recent flight this Handley Page battle- father's that I am rather proud of it." "What is
plane carried 20 passengers and pilot to a height your father's, calling, may I ask?" "He was a lawyer/' said Hopper.
of 7.180 feet.
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THE DEAD LI.NE.
I

By Alexand.er Armstrong

At the time I ran up it, a portion of the Banby
and Planet City Road was called "The Dead Line."
I believe it is no longer known by this suggestive
title. I took the first passenger train that ever went
through after the road was finished.
The Hon. Mr. Monk, who was also called Colonel
Monk, was one of the directors. He was a very rich
man.
He was a great military man, and I don't kno'Y
but he had been in the regular army; at any rate,
he was better fitted to command a regiment of regular soldiers than he was to manage a railroad in
time of peace. He believed in discipline, and it was
blind obedience to orders that .caused the part of
the railroad near his house to be called "The Dead
Line."
.
Colonel , Monk used to bother the superintendent
a great deal by meddling with his affairs.
"You are late, Vernon," said the colonel to the
conductor of my train one morning, as he looked
at his watch.
·
"Only two minutes, sir," replied Vernon, consulting his watch.
"You shouldn't be even two minutes late," added
Colonel Monk severely. "You have a time-table, and
you must 1·un your train by it."
I knew just where I had lost those two minutes.
It was in coming around the long curve which encircled Monkhill, as the train approached Monkville. The r egion was densely peopled; several common roads crossed the track at grade, and there
were no gates or flagmen to warn the people of
their danger.
On this cu e was the magnificent estate of Colonel Monk. He had spent hundreds of thousands of
it, and the grounds bordered the track for nearly
half a mile. About two weeks before the colonel
complained to the conductor, an order had come not
to whistle in the vicinity of Monkhill. The colonel's
. wife was nervous, and the shriek of the steamwhistle distu!bed and annoyed her.
The next <iay,, when we came o.u t of the Banby
Station, I was determined to be on time if it were
possible.
·
Vernon had told me I must. He was my superior
officer, and I had no choice but to follow his instructions.
But in spite of my best exertions I was three
minutes late when I reached Monkville. The colonel
was there. He was severe in his speech to Vernon. The conductor pleaded that he had ordered
his engineer to be on time. The colonel came to me.
"You do not obey your orders, Sashley," said he
very sternly.
"I did the best I could," I replied.
"The best you could!" exclaimed he. "Then we
can find an engineer that can do better. If you
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are late again I shall conclude that you don't want
to keep your place' on the road."
"I will do the best I can, sir," I replied as Vernon made the signal for me to statt.
He charged me with impudence. I could not help
asking what he meant by this, as I . put mt hand on
the throttle. I saw at once that I had made a mistake in saying a word about the curve or the whistle.
The long curve around Monkhill had been made to
carry the road through this land, though many had
vigorously protested against it; and the whistle had
been silenced because his wife was nervous. . He
thought I charged him with being the cause of the
delay.
I made up my time and got through to Planet
City, the terminus of the road, on time: But between Banoy and Monkhill the case was diffyrent.
. It was a heavy grade a part of the way, and the
number of roads that crossed it made it necessary
to run with great care.
The next morning I toJd Vernon he must be sure
to start the train promptly; and he did.
I determined to be on time on this day, whatever
came of it.
All went .well, and I felt sure that I should satisfy
the meddling director this. time, but just as I was
coming to the last road that crossed the track before I reached the station I saw a drunken man
reel on the t:r:ack just ahead of the engine. I whistled, put on brakes, and reversed the engine, but it
was no use, for we were on the man before anything was done.
·
I saw the drunkard fly up in the air as the cow~
catcher struck him. I think he went up fifteen
feet. His body was thrown at least forty feet from
the track. I could do nothing more for him. I
pulled out the throttle, whistled for the brakes, and
before the passengers had recovered from the shock
of reversing the engine we were going ahead again.
I came in at the station exactly -on the second I -was
due. I could not have done it if I had not been
ahead of time when I struck the curve.
"You are on time for once," said Colonel Monk,
who stood at the side of the machine when I
stopped.
.
"I am, sir, but a !nan was killed at the last cr ossing," I answered as calmly as I could.
·
"Killed? Who was he?" asked the colonel, not
a little excited at the information I had given him.'
"I didn't know him, sir. The man was drunk,
and reeled upon the track, just ahead of the engine."
"Drunk, was he? Then I will bet it was old Jim
Skivers; and l!e will be no great loss to any one, for ,
he was drunk all the time."
I thought this was a very cool view to take of
the matte1' . The great man thought a moment.
"You have proved, Sashley, that you can come
through on time. Now I expect you to do so every
time" added the colonel severely.
11 i' will
do the best I can, sir," I replied as I
started the train.
The riext three days I went through without acci-
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dent, and was on .time. I did it by gaining from
"My heavens! my heavens!" I ·cried, filled with
two to three minutes between Banby and the curve; horror at the thought ' of mangling and killing that
but on the fourth day the engine struck a wagon little one. I did all I could to stop the train; but
in ·w hich were a :mrmer and his wife, both of whom when I had' done it, it was all in vain. There was
were deaf. The woman was killed; the man was speed enough left to grind the innocent child to
maimed for life. The colonel settled the damages powder·. It was not possible to stop the train in the
· with the farmer for a thousand dollars. He had time allowed me after I first saw it.
a mortgage on the man's farm, and could have
I rushed over the running-board, dropped down
ruined him and his heirs:
on the cowcatcher, and was just in time to catch
This accident delayed the train, for .the wagon the little one and draw it to me. The train was
was crushed under the engine, and we had to pull nearly stopped, but the child seemed to be paralyzed
·out the wreck.
by the sight of the engine. In another instant the
For the next t\fo months not less than six per- train ceased to moved. I jumped off on the ground.
sons were killed, not to speak of as many more The woman who had screamed rushed to me, tore
who were severely hurt.
the child from my arms, and flew into the colonel's
I hoped the colonel would ask me to use my own gr.ounds. She seemed to me to be a man'iac.
discretion in going through the curve. He did not.
I · started the tniin as quick as possible. I was
I was still told to be on time, a nd had been blamed five minutes late at the station. The colonel was
for being late, even after an accident.
standing on the platform when I i;:ame in.
"Obey your orders, Sashley," said the colonel to
"Brooks," said he, "you will take that engine. We
me. "You have been late two or three times lately.
If you do it again without a good reason, some other have no fur th er need of you, Sashley."
L man will run your engine."
I stepped down and out without a word. I had
; I thought enough people had been killed in order had enough of "The Dead Line." Brooks was an
that Mrs. Monk's nerves might be spared, and ·the old engineer who had been discharged for getting
morning train might get to Monkville on time; but d:tmk; but he had ref?rme~. J:Ie started the enthere was no let-up.
! grne, and I_looked at ·it as it disappeared bey?nd
About this time a Monkville paper printed an th';, curve.
.
,,
.
article headed "The Dead Line," in which all the I
I want a mc1,n that will obey orders, said the
accidents that had happened on the curve were re- , colonel.
counted with all their harrowing details. \
.I was mad. I gave him some.
Before he could publish another paper, the great
"Colonel Monk, you are th.e bigge_st butch~r in
man of Monkville ' had bought up all the editor's these parts-you are worse than a thief!" I said.
debts; his office w.as attached and sold at auction. 1 "What! How dare you--"
The name of "The Dead Line" remained, although
I shook my fist in his face when he rushed toward
there was nothing left of the man who had dared I me. H e_wasyrudent then. I was prepared to plant
to apply the term to a portion of the road.
, m~ fist rn his f~ce. Then I repeated what I ~ad
During the next month only one was was killed, said. I called him all the hard names I could thrnk
and I was on time every day. Then the luck seemed of-a butcher, a murderer, a wretch ho had run
to turn against the road. Though none were killed a "dead line" through his own town.
the following month, the road had to pay some heavy
While he was talking to me and I to him, his
damages for injuries to prominent men in the place. carriage drove up to the station, his wife got out
After a heavy shower one ·morning, I was afraid with the very child, still covered with mu?, I had
of the track and I was five minutes late. The colo- saved on the curve. The lady was frantic. The
nel inform;d me that I should be discharged the little one had wandered.from its nurse for a moment,
next day. Though I wanted my place, it was rather; and gone on the track.
a relief, for "The Dead Line" worried me. I dream"The engineer saved the child," cri~ the excited
ed of the victims that were sacrificed under the woman when she had told the story.
1vheels of my machine.
"My child! my child!" groaned Colonel Monk, ~s
The next morning I had not received my dis- he clasped the little one in his arms.
charge, and Vernon told me I was to run the trip
"I lost five minutes to save that child, and I have
that day. It was thre.e dollars in my pocket, and I lost my place for it," I ventured to remark.
was too poor to object. I started as usual. I even
The colonel came to me, gave me.his hand begged
hoped that being on time this day might save me. me to forgive him, and said. I should have a~1y place
[ had three minutes to spare when I 11eached Monk- I wanted on the road. I wanted no place but my
hill. The train was passing the estate of Colonel own. If I hadn't lost ten thousand dollars in a bad
Monk. I was sure of being on time, though all of speculation I should not be an engineer to-day· for
"The Dead Line" was before me.
the colonel was a liberal man.
'
Suddenly I discovered a small child on the track,
I kept my place as long as i wanted it. That
playing with a stick in the dirt. At the same in- incident made an end to the slaughter on the road .
. stant I heard a shrill shriek from a woman within Guards were hired and gates put up, and most
the fence of the colonel's grounds.
peopie have forgotten "The Dead Line."
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FA CTS WORTH READING
SHACKL ETON'S MEN AT E RAW ONI ONS.
Lady Shacklet on gives t he interest ing information that the members of her h usband's expediti0 n
found the greatest benefit from eating raw onions
like apples. The ironical t itle of "vio'lets," conferred on them for an obvious reason, explains why
onions are banned, but their nutritive and tonic
value, particula rly in cold condit ions, is beyond question. In the Penjnsul a laborers in t he fields take
with them a Spanish onion, which is the pick of
the fam ily, j ust as in this country they would a
lump of cheese, and the advantag e scient ifically is,
we believe, on t h e side of the onion. Before t he war
Breton fishermen, in their blue j erseys, carrying
their strings of onions, were a fam iliar sight every
season in English st reets.

seem t o re~ch every~ here and have no boundarie s
-thousan ds of acres of wheat and corn.
One has reached the country where farms · are
measured not by the acres, but by square leagues.
If you ask the size of a farm, the answer will often
,f air ly appall you, for-these vast feudal "estancia s"
com prise all the way from 12,000 to 200,000 acres,
and agricultu re is on a scale that would seem fabulous even to our farmer s in Kansas and Nebraska .

E NORMOU S SUMS WASTED IN WAR.
The Berliner Ta:geblatt sums up the results of
the ,var t o date as follows :
"War loans, $87,000,0 00,000 ; loss in dead and
wounded, 24,000,000 men; killed, 7,000,000 men;
crippled for life, 5,000,000 men; loss thr ough decrease
of birth rat e in all belligeren t countries ,
UNEXPL ORED AREAS I N CANADA .
A very commo11 impressio n held even by Cana- 9,000,000 men.
"The gold productio n of the wor ld during the
dians is that there is little Canadian territory left
to explore except on the Arctic islands. But as last 500 years amount ed to $15,0G0,000,000, or less
ffJ,r back as 1890 Dr . George Dawson had calculated than one-fifth of the cost of the awful world war,"
t hat there were t hen about 1,000,000 square m iles the paper continues . "In $5 gold pieces the $87,of un explored territ ory in Canada: about 600,000 000,000,000 r aised in war loans would form a belt
square miles ·in Western Canada, the rest lying in that could be wound around the earth nine times.
"The funeral cor t ege of the 7,000,000 men killed
the provinces of Ont ario and Quebec.
Mr. Charles Camsell, of the Geologica l survey would reach from P aris to Vladivostok, if one hearse
of Canada, has quite r.ecently revised Dr . Dawson's fo llowed the other.
•
"When the war br g.:rn the combined public debt
est imate, reaching for Western Canada, the figures
of abou t 642,000 square miles, while the unexplore d of all European States was a little over $25,000,000,t ..rea of N orthern Quebec is r epresente d by 259,000 000, and now it is over $112,000,000,000. The British mer chant fleet in 1914 represent ed a value of
squar e miles.
The tota l area of Canada is r eckoned at 3,729,665 about $950,000,000. That is less than the annual
square miles, of which 520,80Q square miles are inter est England now has to pay for her war debt.
embraced in the islands of the Arctic Ocean. The Before the war Germany exported goods to the
unexplore d area (Camsell fi g ures ) of 901,000 square amount of $113,000,000 per year to the British colomiles represent s a lmost 28 per cent. of the total nies. By cutting off this export England can eventually reimburse her self for her losses, but this
area of the countr y.
will take more than 200 years.
"Germany, with the amount spent by her for the
ARGENT INA, FARMS.
war , could have bought all the cotton fields, the
It is when the traveler has made a night's run copper mines and the whole petroleum
industry of
from the strictly mountain towns and wakens to the United States and still
would have had several
look out of the windows of 9 is sleeping- car to be- billion dollars left over.
hold the vast pam1ja of level and productiv e plain
"Russia, with her. war expenses, might have covunrolling before him on all sides that the r eal Ar- ered her immense t erritories with
a net of railways
gentina begins to be tangible. It is like sailing on as close as that of Belgium, and
France, whose
an almost perfectly level sea that bends away to losses in men ar e larger than the entire
male
the horizon with naught to obstruct the vision save lation of Alsace-L orra ine, could have bought popuall the
here and there a clump of poplars, which signifies Por tuguese and Dutch colonies with the
money she
the ranch buildings of a big " estancia."
.
sacrificed for the war . ·
One is struck with the absence of woods, but as
"With the enor mous wealth destroyed by the war
one proceeds and studies the landscape he sees great Europe might have been made a paradise
on earth
herds of cattle, immense flocks of sheep, and here instea d of a howling wildernes s. There is no
doubt'
and there gray patches which, on nearer view, are that the awful struggle would have been avoided
if
discovere d to be composed of Argentin a ostriches. t he nations had any idea of its enormity
when it
Then there are the stret ches of grain fi elds which star t ed."
·
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ARTICLES OF ALIJ KINDS
SNAKE IN HEN'S NEST.
When Will Reddinger reached into a setting hen's
nest recently he received an especially hard rap on
his hand that caused it to bleed profusely. Reddinger blamed the hen and irately reached in after
her, then broke the standing high jump record when
he came in contact with a big bull snake. Upon
being killed it was found to measure five feet in
length. The setting hen and her eggs are missing.
INCREASI NG THE SHARK LEATHER 0UTPUT
A corporation with shark fisheries in Alaska and
Seattle, W:!sh., is to erect a $300,000 plant at St.
Petersburg , Fla., where shatks will be caught and
their skins turned into leather. This company states
that there is as much value in an ordinary-si zed
shark for leather as in an ordinary steer, though
the c_ost of catching a shark is very small as compared with that of raising a steer. 'I'here are at
least ten varieties of sharks whose skins can be
turned into good commercial leather. They are the
blue shark, which attains a length of about 15 feet·
basking shark,. 18 to· 45 feet; pilgrim shark, 15 t~
22 feet; porpoise, about 8 feet; bone shark, from
8 to 30 feet; maneater shark or white shark, up to
25 feet; great tiger shark, about 20 feet; hammerhead shark, a~out 15 feet, thresher shark, 15 to 25
feet; mackerel shark, 8 to 15 feet. Sharks are
caught by line and also with seines. 1n Florida
catching, skinning and tanning will be an all-year
around industry.
LEATHER FROM FISH SKINS.
A representat ive of the United States Bureau of
Fisheries is endeavorin g to bring about closer cooperation among fishermen, tanners, and manufacturers in the development of the use of skins of
aquatic animals in the productions of leather. An
e·f fort will be made to ascertain what the diffic1,1lties
and problems are and how they may be solved. The
bureau will lend all possible assistance in the development of this industy. Wilmington , Del., Newark,
N. J., New York, Boston and various other points
have been visited for the purpose of getting in
touch with tanners who are prepared to take hold
of this work energeticall y. As demands for the
raw products develop, visits will be made to the
fishing centers to interest fishermen to save and
market the· skins.
The Bureau recently had an opportunity to examine some · additional samples of leather tanned
from fish skins which indicate that considerabl e
progress is being made in the tanning of these
products.

STONES AS MONEY.
In the Island of Yap, one of the Caroline Islands,
which passed by purchase from Spanish to German
sovereignty after the Spanish-Am erican War, and
have since passed by conquest into the possession
of Great Britain, stone money called "fei" is used
as a medium of exchange in addition to the ordinary
shell money. It consists of large, solid stone wheels,
ranging in diameter from one to twelve feet, and
having a central hole through which a pole can be
inserted, These stones are all quarried in the Pelew
Islands, about 200 miles south, and are brought
to the Carolines by boat. The large stones weigh
as much as five tons. The value represented by a
stone is, naturally, proporti~n ate to its size. The
limestone of which fei is composed must be of the
very best, fine white grain to be considered good
for delivery. Yet there seems to be no ·need for
delivery at all, for it is quite customary to earmark the money, as it were, and then leave it in its
old position outside its first owner's hut. The owner
for the time being possesses the power to wield the
influence which attaches to this visible display of
wealth.
OUR GREAT PEANUT OIL INDUSTRY .
The South this year will harvest peanuts from
more than 2,000,000 acres, an estimated crop of
70,000,000 bushels, and the oil mills which in 1915
made practically no peanut oil are now having hard
work to supply the demand. High-grade peanut .
oil is equal to the finest olive oil for salad purposes
and has a characteris tic nut-like flavor. In the
present world scarcity of fats and oils this new
production is a 'most welcome addition to our food
supply. Hundreds of cars of peanuts are used for
peanut butter. Three grades of peanut oil are .used
for oleomargin e and soap. Bakers use peanut oil
in cakes and confections, and the peanut meal left
after the oil is extracted is a high protein stock food.
The present food situation couplE!d with the boll
weevil, which makes it difficult to raise cotton in
large sections of the South, is working to provide
the South with a better balanced agriculture .
A national peanut-gro wing demonstrat ion will be
held by the Chamber of Commerce of Suffolk, Va.,
the first three days in November. Peanut growers
from ev~ry section are invited to attend, and manufacturers of farm implements and accessories adapted to the peanut industry are asked to exhibit their
devices. The demonstrat ion will be held on a large
peanut farm just outside the city. Suffolk is said
to be the greatest peanut market in the world and
the center of the industry in this country. Our
peanut crop this year will be 45,000,000 bushels, and
will bring over $100,000,000 to the farmers.

WILD
GOLD PLATED COl\IBIN ATION SET.
Gold plated combina tion set, with tur(]Uoise stone. Price 10c. each by mail, postpaid.
H. F. LANO, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.
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BIRD,

It measures more
tban four Inches from
tip to tip of wings,
and wlll balance per·
fectly on the tip of
your finger nail, on
the point of a lend
pencil, o r o n a 'n Y
po Int e d Instrume nt,
only the tip of the blll
resting on'. the nail or
pencil point, the whole
body or tbe olrd being suspende d In the
otr with nothing to rest on. It w111 not
tall orr unless shaken oft. A great novelty.
Wond erful amusing and Instructi ve.
Pri ce 10' •cents, mailed postpaid .
WOLFF Novelty Co., 168 W. 23d St., N. Y.

WIZA.RD REPEAT ING

Guaran teed
will stop the
most vicious dog (or
man) without permanent injury. Perfectly safe to carry
without danger of
leakage. Fires and recharge s by
pulling trigger. Loads from any liquid . N111
cartridge s required . Over six shots in n_ne
loading. · All dealers, or by mail, 50c. Pistol with rubber-c overed holster, 55c. Holster
separate, 10c. Money order or U. S. stamps.
No coins.
PARKER , STEARN S & CO,.
273 Georgia Avenue, Brooklyn , N. Y.
2 to $500 EACH paid for hundrefl s nl
old Coins. Keep ALL money dnte!l _before 1895 and send Ten cents for !SPw
Illustrate d Coln Vaine Dook, size
Jt mnv mean your Fortune. CLAltl, h
COIN .Co .. Box 95, Le Roy, N. Y.

$
•
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Boys ancl Girls Earn Christm as Money

liUBBER

TACKS.

They come six. In a box.
A wonderf ul lmlta lion ot
the real tack.
l\Jad& or
rnbl.Jer. The box lu which
they come Is the orcllnary
tack box. '.l'hls Is a great
parlor entertain er and you
can play a lot of tricks
with the tacks. Place tl.Jem
Ju the palm of your hand,
point upward. '.l'hen
the other band onr the tacks and it slap
seem as It you are committ ing suicide. will
Or
you. can show the tacks and then put
l11 your mouth and chew them, makingthem
believe you bave swallowe d them. Your friends
will think you· are a magician . '.l'hen, agnln,
vou can exhibit the tacks and then (]ulckly
pusb one In your cheek or somebod y e
cheek and they will shriek witb fear. lse's
Absolutelv harmless and a very practical and
funny ·joke. Price, by mall. 10c. a box ot
six ta cks; 3 for 25c., postpaid .
,voLFF Novelty Co., 168 ,v. 23d st .. N. Y.

,~
9
"KNOCK -OUT" CARD TRICK. -Flve cards

are shown, front and back, and there are no

tw o cards alike. You place some ot them in a
handk erchief and ask any person to hold them
by the corners in full view of the audience
You now take the remainin g cards and request.
anyone to name any card shown.

This dr,ne,

lllAGIO CARD BOX.-A very cleverly made
!lox of. exchangi ng or vanishin g cards. In !act,
any number ot tricks o! this characte r can be
p erformed by It. A very necessary magical
accessory .
Prtce, 15c.
FBANK 8111TH, S83 Lenox An., N. Y,
LUCKY

cards,

The handkerc hief Is unfolded by any
and in it is found the identical card.
Recomm ended very highly. Price 10c. each
,. v mall. postpaid .
C, BEHR, 150 \V, 62d St.. New York City,

person

SHERIF F BADGE,
With this badge at·
tacbed to your coat or
vest you can show the
boys that you are a
sheriff, and It they
don' t behave th em·
selves you might lock
them up. lt Is a beautiful nlckel -nlated badge,
2¼ by 2¾ Inches in
size "·Ith the words
"Sheriff 23, By Heck"
In nickel letters on the face of it, with a pin
c,n tbe uack for attachin g it to your clotbtng. Send for one and have some fbn with
th
0
irPc /~·5 cents or s for 40 cents; sent by
mall, po~tpnld . '
'
H. F. LA.NG. 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N, Y,

POCKET

PIECE,

This handsom e poet.et
piece ls made ot alum I n u m, 1·esembll ng
t,omewha t lo size nod
appearan ce a
silver
dollar. In the ceuter.
of the pocket piece ls
a new one-cent U. S.
coin, Inserted In such
a way that It canoot
he removed.
(U. S.
laws p rev en t onr
'sllo"·lng this coin lo
our eogravln g). On one side of the pocket
piece are the words, "Lucky penny pocket
piece· I bring good luck." and tbe de•lgn
or a borsesbo, :,. Oo the opposlle side, "I am
your inascol," "Keep me and never go
broke," and two sprigs of fonr-leat ed clover,
These handsom e p ocket pieces Are believed
bv many to be harhinl?'e r~ or good luck.
'Prlce 12 cents; s for so cents: by mall.
postpaid .

CHRISTMAS CARD CO,, Dept. R. Beverly, Mass
THE TANTAL IZER PUZZLE .

Consists of one b o rl zo u tul und one perp,•11,llcular piece of highly pol·
lshed metal bent ln suc h
a manner that wbeu assem ~Je<l It seems utterly Impossib le lo g-et
then: apart, but. by tollowln g the dlrectlon
It ls ,ery easily accom61i sbed. This one lst
a brnln twi ster. Price lOc, 'by maii. postpaid, with direction s. ·
C, BEHR, 150 W, 62d St., New York City,
THE PRIZE FORD JOKB.

H. F, LANO, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.

DEVIVS LOCK PUZZLE .

Without e,rceptlon , this
is the hardest one of nil.
And yet, if you have
the direction s you can
very easily do it. It consists of a rinl?' passerl
through two links on
shafts.
Tbe shanks or
this puzzle are always
In the ..,ny.
Get one
and learn how to take the ring ol'I'. Price
Jllc, by mail, postpaid , with direction s .
H. J.-, LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y .

you repeat the name or the card and

ate
that you will cause it to invisibly leave Iyour
hand and pass into the handkerc hief, where
1t
will be found among the othe r cards. At the
word "Go!" you show that the chmsen card
has va.nfshed , leaving absolutel y only two

PENNY

Send for 25 XMAS PACKAG ES. Each pack
containin g 48 assorted Xmas seals, Cards n11<1
'.l'ags. Sell for 10c. each. Wben sold send
us $1.50 and keep $1.
We trust Ytl"-

CIGAR CASE,

'"'
I

Looks liken
story-boo k, b n t
it contains a cap
and a trig1?er.
'!.'he momen t
y o u r lnnoce-nt
friend opens the
book to read the
Interesti ng story
11 e expects -Pop! Bang I Tbe
e x p I o s i o n Is
harmless .
bu t
will make him
think the Germans are after
him.
Price 35 cents
each hy mall .
rostpRld , ·,,1rr Novelty Co
iHR W. 28<1 St..
N. Y.

PHANTO M CARDS.
k1.
From five cards

three
are mentally selected by
any one, p laced under an
ordinary
handkerc hier,
~ performe r withdraw s two
.•
cards, the ones not se• -, lected; the performe r In~
vites Any one to remove
tbe other two, and to the great astonls:i
ment
o! an they have actually disappea red. No
sleight -of-hand . Recomm ended as the most
Ingeniou s car dtrlck ever Invented . Price
lOc, by mall.

' ' -:rt~

,t., ,

v
"-' ·

This handsom e
cigar case appears to be tilled
with tine cigars.
It your f r I e n d
smokes ask 11 I m
to have a cigar
with you. As be
reaches out tor
one the cigars,
like a flash, Instantly disappea r
In to the case enti rely
ou t
o!
sight, greatly I to
bis surprise -11nd
astonishm ent. You
can beg bis par·
don ond state you
thought there were some cigars left in tbe
case
A slight pressure on sides of ca•e
caus es the cigars to disappea r as If by
magic. By touching a wire at bottom ot
case the cigars instantly app_e ar agaln in
their proper position iri the case, As r~ai
tobacco is used they are s,1.1re to dece1vo
any .one. i:t Is one of the best practical
Jokes of the season. A novelty with wWch
you can bave lots o! fun.
Price 85 cents, sent by parcel post, post·

wheel, 7'}~ inches In
circumfe rence, contains conceale d numhers from O to 100.
By spinning t h e
wheel from the center post the numbers
revolve raplclly, uut
only one appears at
' the circular open·
Ing w be n w he e I
stops spinning . It
can be made to stop
Instantly uy pressing the regulato r at slue.
You can guess or bet on tbe number that
wlil appear, tbe one getting tbe bigllest
number winning. You might ~et 0, 5 or
100. Price, 15 cents I s tor 40 ~ents, mallPd,

paid. C. BEHR, 150 W. 82d St .• N, Y,

pos~_ai: EHB,

'I

0

C. BEHR, 150 W. 62d St., New York City,

THE A.:\lUSE: \fENT WHZEL
Tbls h n n d s o m e

vo w.

62d Street, N, Y.

I

postpai d.
WOL F F

No velty Co., 168 W . 23 d St ., N. Y,

Il\IITATlON G IANT DIAMO N DS.

•~

Dia m on d rin gs or s tu ds o r
half -in ch a nd one Inch In dlameter a re hea r d of in s t ories
on ly . W e h ave t he m lmltateu
b y prod~gious sparklln g stones
which will decei ve the gla nce
Price, liy
of a n y s pectator.
w all, postpaid, small size, 21io each; large
s ize, 850 each .
H, F , LAN G, 1815 Centre St. , B'klyn , N, Y.

8T

THE CREEPING MO US E .

This ls t h e la test novel1:y uut. 'l'ue m o u se
When
la of a very na t ura l a p pearance.
placed upon a mirror, w a il, wl u dow or a uy
other smoo t h s u rface, It will creep slow•¥
do wnw a r d wi t ho ut leavi u g the perpeudicular s urfa ce. 1t is f u rnlsned with au a dhesive g um -roll u n derneath which ma.l<ea
It s tick . Very a mu sin g t o lioth young an u
old. Price, ten cen t s by m all.
WOLFF No velt y Co., 168 W . 28 d S t ., N . l'.

·m
.

. J3Y
n y !are•
F a tngand
upr!gbt
mirrors
t hese· tun
in lean
looki

y0 ur feat ures L>ecome narrow

!
·

·

H . F. LANG. 1815 Ce n·
tre St., B 'klyn , N. Y.

UllCi

el onga ted. Look into it sidewise
and y ou r phlz br oadens out In
the most comical manner . Size
3½ x 2¼. inc h es, In a h a ndsome
imitation morocco ca se.
Price, 10 cents each , postpaid.

BOX.

'l'RIOK CIGAR E TT E

T his oue ls a corker! Get u hox rl11:bl
away. 1! yon want to have a hurrel o r j q y.
Here 's the srcret: It looks like 1m or<II·
na r y red box o! T urkish cigarette, . . B u t
ft cout.alns a trigger, under whh-'11 yo u
Offer :ronr- friPn<I a
pince a paper cap
smoke aud he ra ises t he lid of tUP. h ox.
'l'hnt explodes the ca p, nnu It you a re
wise you will )!et out o r slp:ht with the
hox l>~fo re h1> )!ets over tlllnkln)! ne
~hot . P rirp 15r . . postpnld

"ii'"

WOLFF N o velty

Co. , IRS 'IV. 23d S t .. N , Y,

MO NG O L PLA YI NG CARDS.

An exact Imitation of a pack
of the finest quality playing
cards In a very neat case.
You band the package to
your friend, requesting him
to shuffle the cards. and as
he attempts to do so a cnp
inside expuodes loud euou_gh
to make llim see stars. Price
25c, by mail, postpaid.

P APEL n,L .US' CO .

"

l •our canls are p laced In a
Oue card ls re w o ved
liuL
a11U the t.nlanc~ are uow
s hown to lie cll auged to
1,l ank cnrds. The cards can
he t horoughly examined .
Price l0c, 1,y mall , postpaid .

U. J,' , LANG , 1815 Ct,utre St. , il' J.l yu , .IS, l'.

C. BEHR, 150 W . 62d St.,
New )cork City.

JAPANESE BANI{ PUZZLE.
tiulit up of a . la rge

nuwuer ot groov., d
Ver-,
1Jieces of wood.
uifficult to take &lJtlrt,
anti very d!Ulcult to put
togetller. It cau lie s o
<lissec ted a s to muke a
lJunk of It . a.nd wben reusselllbledI wonlu de ty
the most ingenious Uunk

U IITATIO N .FLIES.

A
Alisoln tely true to Nature!
dandy scarf-pin and a rattllug goou
joke. lt ls lwpossilile to do these
ilus justice witu a descnptlou. ~ou
/,ave to see them to understaud ho\\
litellke they are. When people see
them on you they want to llrusb
them oft. 'l ' bey wonder "why that
fly sticks to you" so persistently.
'l'his ls the most realis tic novelty
ever put on the market. 1t is a distinct ornament for anybody's necktie, and a decided joke on tbose
Price, 10c, by mail
who try to chase It.
postpaid .
C. B EHR, 150 W. 62d St reet, N, Y,

TOKIO

JIAGIO MIRROR,

t;,.

BLO CK P UZZL]I:.
1 mported irom Jap an.
T his n eat little puzzle
con sists of six strangely
cut pieces of white wood
unassembled. 'l"he trick
ls to so assemble t ile
blocks as to form a six ·
point cross. Price 12c,
hy mall, postpaid.

, MIKADO

'l'BB JO:KE SPIKE,

This jok& 1plke is a n ord inary
Iron spike ur very large nail, the
. ..
same as 1a tou nd in any car pente r '•
nail box . At the s m a 11 end ls a
s mall steel needle, ½ l och in
length, firmly set i n s pike. 'l'ak e\
yo ur f r iend's h at o r cout and hang
It o n the wall by driving (with a
hammer) t he s pik e tbrougll It Into
the wall ; the ueedle In spike wlll
not i n ju re t h e ha t or garment ,
neither will It s llow o n wall o r wood wllere
It has been drlveu. 'l'lle decep ti on _ls perfect a s t he s p ike a p pears to buve lieen
driven half-wa y th rou g h t ll-:i bat or con t,
which can be left banglu g o n tile wall.
Price, 10 cents, or :i fo r 25 ce n ts; by m a ll,

CARD

TRICK.

Yo u place flve ca rds ln a
Remove one of them
hat.
and then ask your audience
bow many remain. Upon ex amination the remaining four
have vanished. A ve'ry clever
Price IOc, by mail.
trick.
postpaid, with directions.
150 W , 62d Street,
R,
H
E
B
C.

WU Li•.t, No velty Co., 168 lV. 23d St,, N, Y,

New York City.

l>urg .... ..

111au,

u ....... .:iH.le

ot priso u.

l)ustpuld.

l'rlce

.

l,' ltANK SMlT II , 383 Le nox

~6c.

THE ~l ODERN Da;-iCEUS.

'l ' he.:;e daul'.ers are set
1n u gi,t u ·uwe, Lile ~1z·"
or our eugrn ,·wg. tiy
llgliti.ug u watch a ud
ll.lvviug it in circular
rorw at the uack they
can lle muue Lo dance
ful'ion s ly, the beat ft-ow
the matcll war wing
tbem up. Jr you wuu,
to

see

un . up-tu - Uat~

tango dauce sen d tor
this pretty charm .
Price, J.S ce uts, cir I
fo r 40 ceu.Ls, sent by mall, postpaid.
Wour N o l'elt y oo., 168 'IV. 23d St .. N·. Y.

READ THIS ONE!

"MOvinU ·Picture Stories"
A WEEKLY MAGAZINE DEVOTED TO PHOTOPLAYS A ND PLAYERS

PRICE '3c PER COPY
_...._
PRICE Ge PER COPY
THE BEST FILM MAGAZINE ON EARTH
ENJOY YOURSELF!
BUY A COPY!
I
Magnificent Colored Cover Portraits of Prominent Performers I
OUT E VERY' FRIDAY
32 PAGES OF READING
EACH NUMBER CONTAINS
New Portraits ~;ad Biographies fJ f Act ors and Actresses
Six Stories v! the Best F ilmP on the Screens
Elegant Half-tone Scenes from the Playe
Interesting Articles About Prominent People in the Films
Doings of Actors and Actresses in the Studios and whiie P icn~re-making
Lessons in Scenario Writing, and names of Companies who buy your plays
Poems, Jokes, and every bright Feature of Interest in Makin g Moving Pictures
THIS LITTLE MAGAZINE GIVES YOU MORE FOR YOUR MONEY THAN ANY . OTHER SIMILAR PUBLJ.
CATION ON TIIE MARKET !
Its authors are the very best that money can procure; its profuse illustrations a r13 exquisite, ai:d its special articles are by the greatest experts in their particular line.
No amount of money is being spared to make this pv.blication the very best of its kind in the world.
Buy a copy NOW from your newsdealer, or send us 6 cents in money or p ostage-stamps, and we will mail you
,
any number you desire

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisfier,

L> y

Av.,., N . Y.

166 We~t 23d Street, New York. City

:

WILD WEST WEEKLY
774 Yo unc, Wild West and the Ten T e rrors; or, The Doom of
Das hlnJ? Dan .
760 Voun!t' Wll<I W est and the Diamond Dagger; or. The Mexi 775 You ng WIi d W es t 's Ba rrel· of " Dus t"; or , Arlette's Ch a nce
can Glrl's R evenge.
Sh ot.
761 Young Wild West at Silver Shine; or, A Town Run by " Ten 776 You ng Wi ld W es t's Triple Clalm; or, Simple Sam , the "Sund e rfoots_"
·
down er••
762 Young Wild West Surrounded by Sloui; or. Arletta and the
777 Youn g Wild W est's Curious Compact ; or, Arletta As An
Ae r onaut.
Avengei:.
76.'l Youn g Wild West and the "Puzzle ot the Camp"; or. The
778 Young Wil d Wes t 's Wampum Belt ; or, Under tlle Ban o f t h•
Girl Wbo Owned the Gulc h .
Utes.
7114 Ynnng Wild W est and the Mu s tangen ; or, The Boes of the
779 Young Wild W eRt . and th e Rio G r ande Rustlers : or. 'J'l,r
Rrn n r1' n Ru~ters.
BrandlnJ? nt B uckhorn Ran ch .
TM Yo unc, " 1 l1d W est Arte r the Apache s; or, Arlette's Arizona
780 Young Wild W est nnd the Ltue League; or, Arl etta Arno ne'
Atl 'l'Pn fo re.
th e SmnJ?gl er s.
766 \' o uug Wlld West R outing the Ro b ber s; or, Saving Two
781 Young Wild Wes t 's Silver Spurs; or, Fun at F a irp lay Fnlr.
lll llllou Dollnre.
782 Young Wild West Among the Blackfeet ; or , Arletta ns fl
767 Yo nn g W!ld Wes t a t Rattles nake Run ; o r. Arlette's Deal
Sor ceress.
Wit h Death .
783 Young Wild W est On the Yellowstone ; or. Th<' SPc rPt of t h •
768 Young Wild West's Winning Strenk ; or, A Straight Trail to
Hidden Cave.
Tombsto ne.
784 Young Wild Wes t's D eadly Alm; or, Arletta's Grea t r, t
769 Ynung Wild W est's Lig htning L ariat; or, Arl et ta and the
Danger .
· Road Agents.
770 Young Wild W est's Red -H ot Ride; or. Purs u ed by the
Coma n ch es.
771 Young Wild West and the Blazed Trail ; or, Arl etta as a
·scout,
772 Youn ,,. Wild Wes t 's F o ur of a Kind; or, A Curious Comhlnn tton .
T73 Yo ung WHd W est Caught by tbe Crooke ; or, Arle tta On
H~ nd .
F n r q•J e by all newsdealers. or will be sent to o.ny s d0ress on re ceipt ot price, 6 cents pe r_ copy . In mone y o r posta~~ •tamn•. h•

-LATEST ISSUES-

166 West 23d St., N. Y.

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher
C

IF YOU WANT ANY BACK NUMBERS
of these weeklies and cannot procure them from newsdealers, they can be obtained from the publishers direct. Write out
and fill in your Order and send it with the price of the weeklies you want, and the weeklies wm be sent to you by retu rn
mail. POSTAGE STAMPS TAKEN THE SAME AS MONEY.

OUR

TEN-CENT

HA..N D

No. 14. IIOW TO MAKE OANDY.- A comNAJ>OLEON'S ORACULUlll AND
l>REAJ\l BOOK.--Couta lnlng t he great o racle plete hand-book t or mak i ng a ll kinds of
•t h uman d e stiny ; nlso the t rue m ea ni n g of ca n d y, Ice-cream, sy ru ps, essen ces, et c., etc.
No. 18. HOW TO BECOJ\IE BEAUTIFUL.
a lm ost any k ind of d r ooms, together w ith
~h a rms, ceremonies, and cu r ious g ames of -One of the b r i g htest a nd most valuable
little book s ever g iven to t he world. Everyd
2. now TO DO TRICKS.-The grea t body wishes t o kno w h ow t o become beau ti-·
book of magic and card t ricks, contain ing !ul, both male and female., The BE!<!ret Is
tun inst r uction on a ll the leading car<;l trick s simple, and almost costless.
N o. 20. HOW TO ENTERTAIN A N EVEof the d ny, nlso the most po pula r mnglcal
llluslons as perfor med by our leading m a gi- N I NG PARTY.-A complete com pendium of
cla ns; every boy s h ould obta in a copy of g ames, sports, card diversions, comic recltatlons, etc., suitable for parlor or drawing thls book.
No. s. HO\V TO FLIRT.-The n rts nod room entertainment. It contains more t or
,riles of fli rtation are f u lly explalned by this the money than any book published.
No. 21. HOW TO H UN T AN D FI SH .-Tbe
llttle book . B esides the various methods of
liandke r chiet , tan, glove, p arasol, window most complete hunting and fishing guide
and Jrnt flirtation, lt coutalne a ! nil list of ever published. It contains full instructions
ubout guns, h unting dogs, traps, trapping
the Jnu g unge and sentiment of flowers .
No. 4,Q n ow TO DANCE l s the title ot and flsblnf, together with description of
th.ls little book. It contains full instructions gn:;, :f.d HsJ,v TO DO SECON D SIGHT.LIi t he a .-t of dancin g , etiq uette In the ballroo m nod at parties, now to dress, a nd full Heller's second sight explained· by Ws t orAl.rectlons for calling o l'J: In a ll popula r mer assistant, F'red Hunt. J r. Elxp)ninlng
bow tl•e secret dialogues were carried on be..,,u are danr.es.
No. 6 • now TO MAKE LOVE.-A com- tween the magician and the boy on the
lete g u ide to Jove, cou r tshi p and marriage, stage; nlso giving nil tbe codes and signals.
P
N o . 2:l. IIOW TO EXPLAIN DREAl\JS . tt t O
d ti
1
·
'l'bls llttle book gives t)le explnnutlon to all
Tlng een•IIJle a d vice, rues au e que e
observed, with rnuny curious and lnterestkinds of dreams, tog ether with lucky and
g things not generally known.
No 6 H O W TO B ECOME AN ATHLE T E. unlucky days. ·
No. 24 - IIOW TO WRITE L ET T E R S TO
--Oi~I.Iiz full Instruction for the use of
Cum bbellR Indian clubs, .pnrallel bars, horl- GENTLF;:11EN.-Contalnlug f ull Instructions
writin g to gentlemen Oil all subjects.
for
of
methods
other
'l'arious
and
burs
tal
.on
No. 25, HOW TO B ECOllIE A GY::IINAST.
t I
I
4e-velop!ng a goo<!, henltby muse e; con a n- -Containing f ull Instructions for all kinds
of gymnastic sports and nthletlc exercises.
Ing o,·or sixty illustrntlons.
N o. 7. HO W TO R EEP HIRD S.-Haud- I~mbraclug thirty-five illustr ations. By Pro·
110mely lllu~trated and containing full In- fessor W. Macdonald .
No. 26. HOW TO ROW, S AIL AND
structions for the management and training
of th e ra n ary, mo('klngblrd, bobollnk, blnck- B UILD A BOAT.-Fully Illustr ated . Full
ipstructlons are given In this little book, to bird, pnro(J.uet, parrot, etc.
No. 9. ~ JIO\V T O HECO::IIE A VENTRILO- getber with instructions on swim.ming and
QUI S T -By Harry Kennedy. Every intelI!- riding, com p anion sports to boating.
No. 27. now TO RECITE AND BOOK
•ent b ;, v ieadini t11ls book of Instructions
can. master the art, and create any amount OF R E CITATIONS.-Contnining the most
ot f un for blms<'lf and friends. lt is the popular selection s In use, comprising Dutch
dialect. French dialect, Yankee nnd I rlsb dia.-reatcst book e'l'cr published .
No 10. H OW TO BOX.-Tbe art of self - Ject pieces, together wlth many standard
dl!'fense made eas:v. Containing over thirty readings.
No. 28. HOW TO T E LL F ORTUNES mu st r atlons of gunrds, blows, and tbe different posttlon of a go_o d boxer. J<]very boy Everyone is desirous ot knowing wbat Iii~
, honld obtain one of these useful and i n- future life will bring forth, ,Ybether bapp!atructls-e books, as It will teach you hOIJ to n<>s-s or misery, wealth or poverty. You cn il
tell by a glance nt this. little book. Buy one
b ox without an instructor.
No, 11. n o ,v T O WRITE LOVE-LET- -and be convinced.
N o. 29. no,v TO BECOllIE AN INVEN·
TE RS.- A most complete little book, contaluIn~ full dl-rectious tor writing love-letters, • ToR.-Every boy should know how inveua nd when to u se them, g iving specimen Jet- tlons originated. Tb is book ex plai ns them
nil, giving examples In electricity, hyd rnullcs.
te-rs fo r you n g a n d old.
No. 12. now TO WRITE LETTE R S TO magnetism, optics, pneumatics, mechanics,
LADIES.-Glving com plete Instructions for etc.
No. 30. HOW TO COOK. -One ot tbe most
writin g le tte r s to Indies on all subjects; nlso
Instructive hooks on cooking ever published.
Je\te rs of Intr oduction , n otes and requests.
. No. 1.a. now TO DO IT: OR, BOOK OF It contains reci pes tor cookin g men ts. fi s h ,
ETIQlJETTE. -It Is n g r ea t li fe sec r et, a n/I gnme, and oyster s; al so nles, p u d d ings,
one ttla t · e ve-r y yo un g m a n desi r es to k now cnkPs n nd nil kin/l s of p astr y , a n d a grana
collect ion or recloe,i.
a ll about. There's b a pplness In It.
ll"or ~nle. by all n ewsdealer s, or will be sent t o any add r ess on re<'Cl!>t of p r ice, 10c . per copy ,
No. 1.

eaNo~·

E

BOOKS

No. 81.

HOW TO BECO:!llE A SPE AK•

ER.-Contaluing fourteen 1Jlustratious, glv·
In g t he dil'J:er ent pos i tions req uisite to be ·
corue n good s p eaker, render a nd elacutlonis t.
Also con t a ining g ems fro m a ll the po p ula r
au tho r s of prose nod poe try.
No. 32.

}[OW TO RIDE A BICYCL E.-

Con ta ining Instr uctions to r begi nner s, choice
of a m a chine, · hints on t raining, etc. A
complete book . Full of practica l lllustrn tions.
No. s~. now TO PLAY GAME S.-A complete nnd useful little book containing th e
r ules and r egulations of b il liar ds, bagatelle,
backgammon, croquet, domi noes, etc.
No. 86.

now

TO SOLVE OONUN DRU MS

-Containing all the leading conunil r ums ot
the day, amusing rldd.les, curious catches
and witty snylugs.
No. ~8.

now

TO B ECO]l[E Y OU R O WN

DO CT OR.- A wonde r ful book, contolnln g
useful ond practical Information in the treotment of or rllunry dlsenser, and ailments common to every family . Abounding In useful
and elfectlve r!!<!ipes for general complaints.
N o. 39. now TO R AI SE DOG S, P OULTRY, P IGEONS A N D JtABBITS .-A useful

and Instructive book.
ed.
N o.

40.

now

Handsomely Illustrat -

TO

l\IAK E

AN D

SET

T R AP S.-Iucludlng blnts on how to catch
moles, wensels, otter, rnts, squirrels and
birds. Also how to cure skins. Copiously
1I!ustrnted.
N o. 41. TITE ROYS OF N EW Y ORK J~ND
]l[EN'S JOKE HOOR.-Contalnlug a l?rPot

var iety of the latest joke<! used b:v the most
famous end men . No amateur minstrels Is
complete without this wonderful little book.
N o.

42.

THE

BOYS

OF

~"EW

Y ORK

S TUMP SPEAKEU.-Contal ning a varied as sor tment of stump speeches, Negro, D utch
nnd Irish. Also end men 's Jokes. Just th e
thing for home am u sement and amate u r
shows.
No, 43. HOW TO B ECOME A IIIAGI CIAN.
-Containing . tbe grandest assortment or •
magical !llusions ever p la ced betor e t he
pub lic. .Also t r icks w ith ca rds, iucantntions,
etc.
N o. 44. HOW TO WRITE I N AN ALB U J\I. -A g ra nd collection of Album Verses
suitable t or a ny time and occasion, emhrRcin g Lines of Love, Al'lec tlon , Sen timen t, Humor , Res p!!<!t , a nd .Condolence, also Verses
Suit able f or Va lentin es a nd W edd ings.
No. 45. THE BOY S OF NEW YORK l\lJNSTR:EL GUll) E A N D JOKE BOOR -SomP tbln g n ew and very In structive. Eve ry bo.v
should o btain tbls book , a s It con t ains fo ll
Instru ctions for or ga nizing Bil ama te ur min strel t rouoe.
or 3 tor 25c., In money o r posta ge s ta mps, by

lti!i Wel!lt 2aa ~l.. I:'\ . 1.

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,
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